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Systeemianalyysi tarjoaa matemaattisen mallinnuksen kautta merkittävän työvälineen pitkän
aikavälin energiasuunnittelussa. Malleja sovelletaan usein paikallisen, alueellisen ja kansallisen tason monimutkaisten energiajärjestelmien analyysissa. Mallien tuottamat tulokset
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järjestelmän sisäisten vuorovaikutusten ymmärtämisessä.
Aikaisempien energiamallien perusratkaisut ovat tehneet mallien jatkokehityksen yhä
vaikeammaksi. Tämän vuoksi on aikaisemmista malleista saatujen kokemusten perusteella
kehitetty uusi malligeneraattori TIMES. Uuden malligeneraattorin myötä kansainvälisen
yhteistyön oletetaan lisääntyvän ja Suomessakin ollaan nähty yhteistyöhön osallistumisen
tuomat edut.
Tässä työssä esitetään Suomen, Ruotsin, Norjan ja Tanskan sähkön, kaukolämmön ja
prosessihöyryn tuotannon kuvaavan energiajärjestelmä mallin kehitys. Työ painottuu
TIMES:in ominaisuuksien esittämiseen pohjoismaisen energiajärjestelmän puitteissa. Täten
työhön on sisällytetty sähkön ja lämmön tuotantojärjestelmien kuvaaminen kussakin
pohjoismaassa ja lisäksi malligeneraattorin ominaisuuksia esitetään yleisellä tasolla.
Kehitetty malli keskittyy Suomen energiajärjestelmän kuvaamiseen, kun taas Ruotsin,
Norjan ja Tanskan järjestelmät mallinnetaan karkeammin. Kaukolämmön ja prosessihöyryn
tuotanto mallinnetaan kussakin maassa erillisissä lämpöverkoissa. Vuosi jaetaan mallissa
neljään vuodenaikaan, jotka jakautuvat kukin kahteen aika-osioon. Sähkön siirto maiden
välillä mallinnetaan eksplisiittisesti.
Kaiken kaikkiaan työssä analysoidaan yhdeksän skenaariota, joista kukin sijoittuu aikavälille
1997 − 2027. Perusskenaario esittää järjestelmän todennäköisimmän kehityksen nykyisen
energiaverotuksen vallitessa, kun taas muiden skenaarioiden päätarkoitus on varmentaa
mallin rationaalista käyttäytymistä.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Energy has a significant role in the world economy, together with other natural
resources, labour and capital. Despite of increasing investments in research and
development of the utilisation of renewable energy sources, the global energy
supply will most probably be dominated by the fossil fuels oil, coal and natural
gas still for many decades. The energy consumption per capita corresponds
strongly with the standard of living: the OECD countries with only one fifth of the
world’s population account for over 52% of the global energy consumption (IEA
2000). Due to increasing standard of living in transitional and developing
countries, the total energy consumption, and the use of fossil fuels, is most likely
going to continue its growth on a considerable rate.
The combustion of fossil fuels causes carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, which are
the major cause for global warming. Anthropogenic CO2 and other greenhouse
gas emissions result in increasing reflection of heat radiation back to the earth,
leading to an increment in mean temperature. During the next 100 years, the
global mean temperature is projected to rise by between 1 °C and 4 °C, which
would result in prominent effects on natural ecosystems and socio-economic
conditions (IPCC 1996). The global warming with all its consequences is widely
considered to be one of the most serious threats for the world.
On a regional level, the acidification of soil and lakes due to sulphur dioxide
(SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions is another environmental problem
resulting from energy production (Energiemyndigheten 1999). SO2 emissions are
caused by combustion of fossil fuels, but they can be reduced relatively efficiently
by using abatement techniques and fuel types with low sulphur content. NOx
emissions result mainly from transportation but also from fuel combustion in
electricity production. Still another type of an environmental threat is posed by
nuclear power production. Although emissions of any kind are low during normal
operation of a nuclear plant and incidents are kept under control through extensive
safety measures, nuclear power accidents may have devastating and long-lasting
environmental consequences caused by radiation emissions. Therefore, after the
accident in Chernobyl some countries have decided to phase out nuclear energy.
Due to increasing awareness of the environmental impact of energy production,
the goal of national energy policies is not only to guarantee a secure and costeffective energy supply but also to minimise the harmful side effects and,
eventually, develop a sustainable energy system. The different goals in energy
planning are regularly contradicting each other, which makes planning a complex
issue and gives rise to a multitude of compromises. In addition, the decisions
taken have usually large and long-lasting both financial and environmental
effects.
As a consequence, a variety of system analysis tools have been developed to provide guidance in finding the investments that best satisfy the aims of energy planning. A model increases often the understanding of complex systems, and it may
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facilitate investigations of the considered alternatives. Nevertheless, the results
obtained by models should not be regarded as final decisions to be taken but
rather as a way of providing insight in often very complex real-world systems,
keeping in mind the limitations and shortcomings of the model.
In this master’s thesis an energy system model describing the electricity and heat
generation in the Nordic countries—Finland, Sweden, Norway and Denmark—is
created using the model generator TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM
System). TIMES is a new model generator, which has been developed based on
experiences gained with widely spread model families MARKAL and EFOM.
The development of TIMES has been carried out under the auspices of the Energy
Technology System Analysis Programme (ETSAP) of the IEA. Currently, TIMES
is still on the level of a prototype. The objective of this master’s thesis is to
provide a preliminary model which demonstrates the use of TIMES in connection
with the Nordic countries. This model and experiences gained with it will later
serve as a starting basis for a comprehensive model of either Finland or all the
Nordic countries.
An introduction to the Nordic electricity system is given in Chapter 2 by analysing the power production structure and electricity market of each individual
country. In Chapter 3 energy system models, in general, are discussed and
classified. Besides, a short description of existing model generators is presented.
Chapter 4 gives an overview of the capabilities and features of TIMES. It presents
the fundamental components and advanced features of the model generator
without going into the details or giving comprehensive user instructions. The
energy system model of the Nordic countries developed in this work is presented
in Chapter 5. In addition to describing the model structure and data, modelling of
hydropower and combined heat and power production is explained in more detail.
A total of nine different scenarios has been analysed with the model. The scenarios together with their results are presented in Chapter 6. Finally, the summary
and conclusion are given in Chapter 7.
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2 ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IN THE NORDIC COUNTRIES
The electricity production in the Nordic countries is dominated by hydropower.
Norway produces almost all of its electricity with hydropower, and in Sweden it
accounts for half of the production. The other half of Swedish electricity production is covered by nuclear power. Finland has only little hydropower resources
compared to Norway and Sweden, and Denmark has practically no hydropower
utilisation at all. These two countries have thus been forced to seek other efficient
means to produce electricity. As a result, cogeneration of heat and electricity and
use of district heat have developed to a high level. The total electricity production
in the Nordic countries was 384 TWh in 1998.
Nordic climate, energy consuming industry and long distances are some of the
main causes for the high energy use per capita in the Nordic countries. The share
of electricity in final energy use is exceptionally high compared to the other
OECD countries. Due to large hydropower resources, electricity has been available at low cost for both industry and consumers. This has given a favourable
ground for energy-intensive industry, such as paper and pulp industry and metal
industry, to develop. In space heat markets, low electricity prices for small
consumers have made central electric heating systems popular.
The Nordic electricity system has gone through major changes in the last decade.
Main cause for these changes is the liberalisation process, that started from
Norway in the beginning of the 1990s. Finland and Sweden joined the process in
the mid-1990s and Denmark few years later. Keen competition for small customers and many structural reforms in the ownership of power companies are perhaps
the most visible effects of the market deregulation. The major power producers
have begun to expand their activities to neighbouring countries.
This chapter presents the electricity supply systems and their development in each
of the Nordic countries. The chapter concentrates on describing the structure of
electricity production system, while the discussion of electricity market has been
omitted. In the last section, an overview on national greenhouse gas emissions as
well as emission abatement commitments under Kyoto Protocol is given. The
presentation is essentially based on Adato (1999b), Energiemyndigheten (1998),
Energiemyndigheten (1999), Energiestyrelsen (1997), Energiestyrelsen (1999a),
IEA 1997 and OED 1999.

2.1 SWEDEN
Hydropower resources were developed for electricity production in Sweden at the
beginning of 20th century. By the 1930s, the largest rivers in southern and central
Sweden were harnessed and the expansion of hydropower continued to northern
Sweden. Since the population and electricity consumption was concentrated in
south, the need for power transmission grew. In 1946, state-owned power genera-
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tion utility, Vattenfall, was given the responsibility to build and operate all new
transmission lines in the national grid. The company developed to be the leading
player in the Swedish power market, responsible for coordinating the electricity
supply for the whole nation. In 1992, in the preparation for opening the electricity
market, Vattenfall was reorganised into a limited liability company. The responsibility for the national grid was transferred to Svenska Kraftnät, governmentowned main grid operator.
After the Second World War there was a period of booming economy in Sweden
as well as in the other Nordic countries. This caused a rapidly growing power
demand, which could not be covered merely by expansion of hydropower.
Construction for coal fired and oil fired thermal power plants began. Hydropower
development came practically to an end at the late 1960s, when the decision was
made that the four large unharnessed rivers in northern Sweden would be protected. At the beginning of 1970s, about 70% of the electricity was produced by
hydropower and 20% of the production was based on oil (Energiemyndigheten
1998). Although electricity was mainly produced by hydropower, 75% of the total
energy supply relied on imported oil. After the oil crises, one of the main goals of
the Swedish energy policy was to reduce the nation’s dependence on oil. This
resulted in a substantial increase of electricity consumption, and decision for
extensive nuclear energy program was taken.
The first nuclear reactor in Sweden became operational in 1972, and was soon
followed by other reactors. Expansion of nuclear power continued until the Three
Mile Island accident in the USA. After the accident a nuclear power referendum
was held in 1980. Based on the referendum, the Swedish Parliament decided that
the nuclear power plants under construction at the moment would be the last
nuclear power units taken into operation. The Parliament also decided that the
nuclear power will be phased out by the year 2010. In 1986, after the accident in
Chernobyl, the Swedish Parliament decided that nuclear power phase-out would
begin by decommissioning two reactors in the mid-90s.
In the 1990s, the Swedish energy policy pursued on creating suitable conditions
for nuclear phase-out. In 1991 an important energy policy decision was taken: the
pace of decommissioning the nuclear power plants would depend on the results of
electricity conservation measures and the progress of increasing the use of
renewable energy sources. A new stipulation for nuclear phase-out was the
maintenance of internationally competitive electricity prices. The Energy Commission stated later that the objectives of energy and environmental policy were in
conflict; for the favour of national economy and environmental considerations,
according to the Commission, nuclear phase-out was to be carried out over a long
period of time. In February 1998, the Swedish Government decided that reactor
Barsebäck 1 would be decommissioned by the end of June 1998. The decision
was taken in court, and the decommissioning was postponed. Finally, in November 1999 Barsebäck 1 was shut down after an agreement on financial compensations was reached.
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Figure 2.1. a) electricity generation in Sweden, 1998 (total 154 TWh); b) final energy use in Sweden, 1998 (total 410 TWh). Sources: a) Nordel 1999; b) Energiemyndigheten 2000.

Today, hydropower and nuclear power dominate the electricity production in
Sweden. Together they account for more than 90% of the power production, while
the rest of the supply is mainly generated by fossil fuel CHP production (see
Figure 2.1a). The installed hydropower capacity in Sweden adds up to 16.2 GW
and reservoir capacity for regulating hydropower to 33.5 TWh. The annual hydropower production can vary between 50 TWh and 75 TWh, depending on rain- and
snowfall. Sweden has twelve nuclear reactors with installed capacity of 10 GW.
Barsebäck 1, which was taken out of operation in November 1999, has a capacity
of 600 MW. The total installed electricity generation capacity in Sweden amounts
to 32 GW, and the total annual production capacity varies, depending on hydropower production, between 155 TWh and 180 TWh. Most of the hydropower capacity is situated in the northern part of Sweden, while the nuclear power plants
are located closer to the power consumption in the middle and southern parts of
Sweden.
Since hydropower is the main source of electricity in the Nordic electricity
market, the whole market, and especially the price of electricity, is strongly
affected by annual weather conditions. Normally Sweden is a net exporter of
electricity, but low reservoir inflow, as it was the case in 1996, leads to net
imports. On an annual basis, Sweden exports electricity to Finland, Norway and
Germany. Growing electricity demand in Sweden has led to increasing electricity
imports from Denmark in the 1990s. In 1998, inflow was well above the average
(hydropower production 74 TWh and total electricity production 154 TWh), and
Sweden was a net exporter of electricity (Nordel 1999). Statistics considering
installed capacity, electricity generation, consumption and trade in the year 1998
are presented in Appendix A.
In 1998, the total final energy use in Sweden was 410 TWh. The total electricity
consumption was 144 TWh, including 126 TWh final energy use and 11 TWh
distribution losses. The remaining 7 TWh were used in refineries or for district
heat production in electrical boilers and heat pumps (Energiemyndigheten 2000).
Nordel estimates a 6 TWh increase in gross electricity consumption of Sweden by
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2005. Figure 2.1b depicts the shares of different energy carriers in final energy
use.
An analysis on the effects of Swedish nuclear phase-out was made by Andersson
and Hådén (1997). They used a dynamic partial equilibrium model focusing on
the Swedish energy market. The interdependence between heat and electricity
market was modelled explicitly. Stabilising CO2 emissions on the level of 1990 by
2010, the costs for a phase-out were estimated to be 30% of the GDP, which in
1998 amounted to 1 890 billion SEK (approximately 240 billion $US at the time).
As the model assumed frictionless economy, the result is likely to be an underestimate. Furthermore, the costs due to growing national debt were not taken into
account in the cost-estimation. Authors conclude that phasing out nuclear power
and restricting the CO2 emissions on 1990 levels are mutually exclusive to fulfil.
Later, according to the internal breakdown of the EU’s Kyoto agreement, Sweden
was allowed to increase its emissions by 4% by 2010 instead of stabilising them,
as was assumed in the model.

2.2 NORWAY
The structure of the Norwegian electricity supply system has remained unchanged
since the beginning; increasing electricity demand and electricity exports have
been covered by expansion of hydropower, which accounts for 99% of the electricity production. After the Second World War, the annual hydropower production capacity lied between 10 TWh and 12 TWh, and the expansion continued
intensively during the 1950s and 1960s. By the year 1970, the annual hydropower
production with average weather conditions had increased to 67 TWh. Most of the
remaining hydropower potential was taken into use in the 1970s and 1980s: in the
1980s the increase in new hydropower capacity was over 20 TWh, whereas in the
1990s it dropped below 5 TWh, as can be seen in Figure 2.2. The remaining potential to increase hydropower production has been estimated to 19 TWh of annual production, 40% of which is based on renewing and expanding old capacity
(OED 1999).
Average-year hydropower generation in Norway at the end of 1990s was
113 TWh, but the production can vary ± 20 TWh depending on the annual
weather conditions. Reservoir capacity in Norway is 81.5 TWh. The ratio between
reservoir capacity and average annual hydropower production is 0.72. For Sweden
the same figure is 0.52, which indicates that Norway has larger over-seasonal
reservoir capacity and, consequently, better possibilities to regulate hydropower
production. In Figure 2.3 the state of reservoirs in Norway during 1999 and the
first half of 2000 is represented. In addition to hydropower, Norway has only minor amounts of thermal power. Wind power capacity is still negligible, but projects have been initiated to promote its development (IEA 1997).
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Figure 2.2. The increase in annual hydropower production capacity in the last decades (TWh).
Source: OED 1999
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Figure 2.3. The reservoir contents in Norway. Y-axis is presented as percentage of maximum
capacity, 81.7 TWh. X-axis presents the weeks of a year. min, max and median values are for the
period 1991-1999. Source: Nordpool 2000.
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The share of electricity in final energy use is very high in Norway: in 1998 53%
of the final energy was covered by electricity and 35% by oil products (OED
2000). Natural gas, with a share under 5%, played no important role. Norway has
the highest electricity consumption per capita in the world, approximately
26 000 kWh/year. The high electricity consumption is induced by both energyintensive industry and use of electricity for space heating. Over 60% of the Norwegian households have electric heating system, while the use of district heat is
diminutive. The electricity consumption has been steadily increasing through the
last decades, and in the mid-1990s the consumption grew over the electricity production of a normal year. The electricity consumption in 1998 was 120.6 TWh,
which is clearly above an average-year electricity production. Figure 2.4 presents
the development of electricity production and consumption in Norway since 1985.
Although Norway has to import electricity on an annual scale, it normally exports
electricity during the peak consumption hours. The highest power demand in 1998
was 20 639 MW, while the total power capacity of hydropower was 27 690 MW.
At the moment Norway trades electricity mainly with Sweden and Denmark, but
new interconnections (Netherlands and Germany) and opening of the European
electricity market will increase the power trade with other European countries.
Main part of the Norwegian electricity production capacity is situated in the south
and south-west part of the country. Consumption is well above production in the
middle Norway, which causes a strong need of electricity transmission between
these two regions. However, due to rough terrain transmission is a problem in
Norway, and bottlenecks in transmission capacity create price variations between
different regions inside the country. Some of the electricity to middle Norway is
transferred through Sweden, where the transmission capacity is higher.
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Figure 2.4. The electricity production and consumption in Norway between 1985 and 1999.
Source: Statnett 2000.
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Norway has large oil and gas resources in the North Sea. Since hydropower production has been sufficient to cover the electricity demand until now, oil and gas
have been mostly exported. Today there is a strong debate in Norway regarding
natural gas fired power plants. Parties opposing the use of natural gas in energy
production consider gas environmentally not acceptable due to increasing carbon
dioxide emissions. On the other hand, without new production capacity Norway
must import electricity from Sweden and Denmark. This means importing electricity that has been produced by nuclear and coal fired condensing power.
As the production system in Norway is based on hydropower, the electricity
market is strongly dependent on weather conditions, leading to strong electricity
price fluctuations. One of the main motives for opening the electricity market in
Norway was to reduce the price fluctuations. In larger markets with varying
production methods the use of hydropower can be optimised much better than in a
purely hydropower-based system. Correspondingly, Norway was the first country
to open its electricity market among the Nordic countries. Opening the market has
indeed damped the price fluctuation and lowered the price of electricity. The
energy-intensive industry, which first was afraid of loosing its favourable long
term electricity supply contracts, is now taking the advantage of decreased
electricity prices.

2.3 FINLAND
Contrary to Norway and Sweden, Finland is mainly a flat country with only a
modest amount of hydropower resources. Energy intensive industries, such as
pulp and paper industry and metal industry, have an important role in the Finnish
economy. Therefore, price competitive and reliable electricity supply has been
one of the main goals in government’s energy policy for decades. This includes
measures for promoting the use of domestic energy sources as well as increasing
the power production efficiency by cogeneration.
The electricity generation mix of Finland has the greatest variety within Nordic
countries (see Figures 2.5a and 2.5b). Bioenergy, i.e. wood and peat, and hydropower are the domestic sources of primary energy in electricity generation, accounting for 38% of the production. The remarkable use of bioenergy is mainly
due to pulp and paper industry, where waste liquors are burned to generate electricity primarily for own use.
In order to increase the share of domestic energy carriers, the use of peat in heat
and electricity production has been developed with the support of government
during the 1990s. Today, 7% of the electricity is produced with peat. There has
been a lot of discussion whether peat should be classified as fossil or renewable
fuel: the carbon cycle of peat lasts a few thousand years, which is much more than
the cycle of normal biomass but much less than the cycle of a fossil fuel.
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Figure 2.5. a) the share of energy carriers and import in the Finnish electricity supply in 1998
(total 77 TWh); b) electricity generation in 1998. Sources: a) Adato 1999a; b) KTM 1999

Use of wood in electricity production and heating outside the paper and pulp
industry is now going through a similar phase of research and development as it
was the case with peat ten years ago. The economical potential of increasing wood
in power production has been estimated to be about 7-10 TWh, which is of the
size of annual electricity imports. Especially the inland cogeneration plants have
started to use peat, and lately also increasing amounts of wood, with other fuels.
Transportation costs for coal increase towards the interior of the country, making
domestic energy sources more price-competitive in these regions.
The first nuclear power plant was taken into operation in 1977. In the following
years, three additional units were completed, and together they account for 31% of
the total electricity generation (see Figure 2.5b). In the 1990s, several projects
were carried out to increase both power capacity and lifetime of the reactors. Instead of discussing a nuclear phase-out, as in Sweden or Germany, the topic in
Finland has concerned possible expansion of nuclear power capacity. The fifth
nuclear power plant would decrease the amount of imported electricity, a notable
share of which is produced in Russian nuclear reactors.
The average annual hydropower production of 13 TWh is small compared to those
in Sweden and in Norway (65 TWh and 113 TWh respectively). The maximal
reservoir capacity amounts to 4.9 TWh. As in Sweden and Norway, also in
Finland the hydropower development was most intensive from the 1940s until the
1970s. The rivers in southern Finland were already developed by the end of the
1940s, and expansion continued to Lapland where the main developments were
accomplished by the end of the 1960s. Some developments are still continuing,
for example building a new water reservoir, Vuotos, has been under debate for
many years.
Over the last decades, electricity demand has been increasing slightly less than
5% per year. The increase was strongest in the 1970s and the 1980s, but economic
recession and shift towards less energy intensive industry have slowed the increase in electricity demand in the 1990s. Electricity consumption varies annually
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to some degree with the weather conditions. In 1998, the electricity demand was
76.5 TWh. Finland imports electricity from Sweden and Russia; the imports in
1998 were 5 350 GWh and 4 800 GWh, respectively. The final energy use by
energy source in Finland is represented in Figure 2.6.
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Source: Tilastokeskus 1998.
which is nowadays already 35% lower
than in the beginning of the 1970s. The district heat production in Finland is
strongly based on CHP production. In 1998, CHP plants produced 77% of the
district heat and 38% of the total electricity generation.
District
Heat
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Finland started to import natural gas in 1974, and in 1998 10% of the electricity
was produced with it. The use of natural gas is increasing, but at the moment
Finland is connected only to the Russian gas system. A connection to the
European gas system would be required to secure the supply and to give the
possibility to choose among various suppliers before the use of natural gas can be
strongly expanded. This connection could be economical if it were built together
with Sweden. However, the Swedish parliament has declined the project, partially
due to increasing CO2 emissions and increasing dependence on imported fuels.
The feasibility studies for another options, including a submarine pipeline through
the Baltic Sea, are ongoing (Gasum 1999).
Northern mountains and coastal areas offer good conditions for wind power
production in Finland. Nevertheless, exploitation of wind power has been
negligible until the end of the 1990s. Although the installed capacity has roughly
doubled every year since 1996, the total capacity at the end of 1999 amounted
only to about 40 MW. Decreasing investment costs and growing power capacity
of individual wind power plants will probably cause the rapid expansion of wind
power capacity to continue. Through offshore technology, large wind power
potential becomes available on sea regions.
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2.4 DENMARK
Like in the other Nordic countries, energy consumption increased rapidly in the
late fifties and sixties also in Denmark. Since the country has practically no
hydropower resources, the fast expansion of power generation capacity was
carried out by increasing thermal power. In order to enhance energy efficiency,
cogeneration capacity was developed, and district heating became more important
source for the heat supply in Danish cities. Since then the market share of district
heat has continued to increase: 5% in 1950, 30% in 1980 and 50% today. The
average connection rate in district heating areas has reached 82%, and it is still
increasing (Energiestyrelsen 1997).
After the Second World War, the main fuel sources were coal, coke, wood and
peat. Nevertheless, cheap oil prices through the 1960s led to a large use of oil, and
at the time of the first oil crisis in 1973 over 90% of the total fuel supply was
imported oil. Half of the total energy was consumed by heating sector
(Energiestyrelsen 1997). After the oil crises also the Danish energy policy has
been aimed at decreasing country’s dependence on imported oil. This has been
mainly achieved by investing in own oil production: Denmark has today twelve
oil and gas fields in the North Sea. After UK and Norway, Denmark is the biggest
oil producer in Western Europe. Measures have been taken in the consumption
side as well; in two decades individual gas fired boilers have gained a market
share of over 20% in the space heat markets. During the same period, the share of
oil fired boilers has reduced from 60% to 20% (Energiestyrelsen 1999a).
Even though Denmark is known to be one of the leading wind power production
countries in the world, its electricity supply is still strongly based on fossil fuel
combined heat and power production (see Figure 2.7). Denmark has 14 largescale power plants, 12 of which are district heat producing CHP plants. In 1998,
the large-scale power stations covered 72% of the electricity production and 51%
of the district heat production. The large-scale power plants use mainly coal as a
fuel. The local small-scale CHP units, on the contrary, are dominantly fuelled by
natural gas (60%) and biomass (37%). In 1998, small-scale CHP-units produced
15% of the electricity and 24% of the district heat (Energiestyrelsen 1999b).
After separating condensing power mode production in CHP units, 54% of the
total electricity production in 1998 has been estimated to origin from
cogeneration. Production in condensing power plants and electricity production
without heat utilisation in CHP units, i.e. condensing power, accounted for 39% of
the total generation. The remaining 7% were produced by wind power. There is
only a negligible amount of hydropower and no nuclear power production in
Denmark. In 1998, the total electricity generation amounted to 39.0 TWh and the
total consumption to 34.7 TWh. Contrary to the other Nordic countries, in
Denmark the electricity consumption, as well as the total energy consumption, has
increased only slightly in the 1990s. Nordel has projected the Danish electricity
consumption to increase by 2 TWh between the years 1999 and 2005.
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Figure 2.7. Fuel consumption in electricity production in Denmark. Electricity exports increase
the production in the 1990s. Source: Energiestyrelsen 1999b

The thermal power based electricity generation system of Denmark is strongly
interacting with the hydropower based systems of Norway and Sweden. In winter,
the inflow to water reservoirs in Norway and Sweden is low; on the other hand,
the heat demand and CHP production in Denmark is high. Thus, on a seasonal
basis, Denmark exports electricity especially during the winter. On a daily basis,
Denmark imports regulating peak electricity and exports thermal base electricity.
In the last decade, the development of new electricity production capacity in
Norway and Sweden has been much slower than the increase in consumption,
which has lead to permanent and growing imports from Denmark.
In the Kyoto Protocol, Denmark has committed to reduce the greenhouse gas
emissions from the levels of 1990 by 21% by the year 2010. The reduction shall
be accomplished by replacing old coal fired power capacity with modern natural
gas fired units and increasing the use of renewable energy sources in power production. Further measures in the energy sector include promotion of energy savings and energy efficiency. Between 1996 and 1998 the share of electricity from
renewable energy sources increased from 7% to 10%, and, as planned in the Danish electricity reform, the share should be 20% by the end of 2003. This would
mainly be achieved through wind power. In Energy 21, the Danish Government’s
Action Plan for Energy, published in April 1996, the Government estimated that
the installed wind power capacity would be 1 500 MW by 2005 (Energiestyrelsen
1996). The target was reached in the first half of 1999. In a long-term projection,
the Government is expecting 5 500 MW of wind power capacity by 2030 (Energiestyrelsen 1999c). The wind power production in Denmark in the last decade is
represented in Figure 2.8.
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A market for renewable energy quotas has been planned to safeguard the costeffective development of renewable energy (Energiestyrelsen 1999d). The current
subsidy system for electricity production from renewable energy sources would be
replaced by a renewable energy certificate (green certificate) market. Instead of
subsidies for produced electricity, producers would receive green certificates,
which could be sold on the market. If the assigned minimum share for electricity
production from renewable sources is not met, the power producer has to buy the
respective amount of green certificates. The market is expected to be operational
by 2003.
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Figure 2.8. Wind power production in Denmark. Source: Energiestyrelsen 1999b

2.5 GREENHOUSE GAS ABATEMENT COMMITMENTS
In the Kyoto negotiations in December 1997, industrialised countries agreed on
limiting the greenhouse gas emissions. A basket of the six most important
greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O, HFC, PFC and SF6) was defined based on
their contribution to the greenhouse effect. The member states of the European
Union participated the negotiations as a single group, committing jointly to reduce
the total emissions of greenhouse gases by 8% by 2010 compared to 1990. The
level of 2010 will be calculated as an average of the years 2008-2012. On the
Environment Council in June 1998, an agreement on internal breakdown of the
EU’s commitment was reached. The emission targets of different member states
vary remarkably: Germany and Denmark have reduction targets of 21%, at the
same time Portugal is allowed to increase its emissions by 27%.
As the electricity production in Norway and Sweden is almost totally based on
hydropower and nuclear power, it accounts only for a minor part of total greenhouse gas emissions. In Sweden, the share is between 4% and 10%, depending on
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hydropower production, while in Norway the share is even smaller. Since the
emissions in electricity sector are so low, the abatement potential has to be found
elsewhere. Under the Kyoto agreement, Norway is allowed to increase the greenhouse gas emissions by 1% relative to the 1990 level by 2010, while Sweden is
allowed to increase the emissions by 4%. Norway is the only Nordic country that
is not a member of the EU, and thus its target was agreed separately in the Kyoto
Protocol.
Without new counteracting measures, the greenhouse gas emissions in Norway
are projected to increase from 55 Mt CO2 equivalents in 1990 to 68 Mt in 2010
(MD 1999), which corresponds to an increase of 23%. Emissions of 2.1 Mt CO2
equivalents from two currently planned natural gas fired power plants are
included in the figures. As the government that was opposing the construction of
gas fired power plants had to resign, it seems more probable that at least these
power plants will be built. A further expansion in utilisation of natural gas is also
possible, and would make it even more difficult for Norway to meet its
commitment. A shift towards green taxation is considered to be the most
important climate policy instrument. This would include measures of expanding
CO2 tax in sectors that are currently exempt and an introduction of a tax on final
disposal of waste (MD 1999). However, without extensive use of flexibility
mechanisms, it seems quite improbable that Norway will reach its greenhouse gas
emission target.
In Sweden, the total CO2 emissions in 1990 and in 1997 were 59 Mt and 62 Mt
respectively, and emissions resulting from electricity generation in these years
were 1.4 Mt and 3 Mt. Hydropower production was very low in 1996 resulting in
CO2 emissions of 5.8 Mt from electricity generation (Energiemyndigheten 1998).
Since Sweden at the moment is clearly a net exporter of electricity, at least the
electricity sector would have a good possibility of reaching the target of 4%
emission increase by covering the growing consumption with reductions of
export. However, the possible nuclear phase-out might change the situation
completely. For example, assuming the electricity demand to remain at today’s
level and replacing the nuclear power production with gas fired combined cycle
condensing production with an efficiency of 60% would lead to an annual
emission increment of roughly 25 Mt. These emissions can to some extent be
lowered by means of cogeneration, but the total emissions would still be high
above 62 Mt, which is the emission target of Sweden. In order to keep the
emissions below this target, the nuclear power production would have to be
replaced almost totally by renewable energy production. Thus, at the moment, it
seems unrealistic that Sweden would be able to both phase-out the nuclear power
production and reach the commitment under Kyoto Protocol without flexibility
mechanisms.
Finland and Denmark have higher carbon dioxide emissions in electricity production compared to Sweden and Norway. However, the production system in both
countries is efficient, as the share of combined heat and power production is high.
Greenhouse gas emissions in Finland were 73 Mt in 1990, and in 1997 emissions
had increased by 5.5% to 77 Mt. 38% of the emissions originated from energy
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production. Greenhouse gas emissions are expected to increase at least during the
present decade, particularly due to growth in energy intensive industrial sector. In
the EU’s internal breakdown, Finland has committed to stabilise its greenhouse
gas emissions to the 1990 level by 2010. The characteristics of Finnish energy
economy will make it difficult to meet this commitment: energy intensive industries, which already pertain a high energy efficiency, have a central role in overall
energy consumption making new conservation measures costly; on the other hand,
due to an extensive use of bioenergy, the carbon intensity of the electricity production system is below the average of the EU. Moreover, large utilisation of
CHP has raised the energy efficiency to a high level. Most significant measures to
limit the greenhouse gas emissions would be increasing energy use of forest residues and use of natural gas together with energy conservation in households and
expansion of CHP where possible (Lehtilä and Tuhkanen, 1999).
Greenhouse gas abatement potential in the electricity sector is substantially larger
in Denmark than in Finland, which is mainly caused by the fact that the major
Danish power stations use coal as a fuel. Substitution of coal fired power capacity
by natural gas fired capacity is taking place at a moderate pace. Also the
conditions for wind power production are very favourable in Denmark, and the
share of renewable energy sources in electricity production is growing fast. All in
all, the Danish electricity system has clearly the highest potential on CO2 decrease
in the Nordic countries, which can be seen in Denmark’s greenhouse gas emission
reduction target: 21% by the year 2010. In 1990, the total greenhouse gas
emissions amounted to 76.3 Mt, hence the target for 2010 is 60.2 Mt. Although
nowadays Denmark exports electricity, in 1990 it was a net importer, which
makes reaching the emission reduction target more difficult.
In a recent study on emission target achievement, it is claimed that Denmark will
be able to reduce the emissions by an average of 16.6% to 63.6 Mt by the period
between 2008 to 2012 (Energiestyrelsen 2000). This projection includes the
assumption that emissions resulting from power export would be balanced by
purchasing international greenhouse gas quotas; therefore, exports would not
burden Denmark’s greenhouse gas balance. Otherwise exports are projected to
increase emissions by 13 Mt, making target fulfilment practically impossible.
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3 ENERGY SYSTEM MODELS
Models become often useful when analysing complex systems with large amount
of data. Through models, various linkages and effects between different
phenomena can be mathematically described and data can be processed and
updated practically. Models may, for example, help to understand correlation
between different parameters and reveal relationships that would otherwise
remain unrecognised. Sometimes a model might be needed only to understand and
interpret existing data. Scenarios and sensitivity analyses are frequently used to
estimate the influence of varying conditions on the studied system.
Real systems are normally far too complicated to be perfectly represented in a
model, and consequently many simplifications have to be done. These
simplifications, uncertainties and possible mistakes regarding model parameters,
nature’s chaotic behaviour and unforeseen phenomena among many other things
tend to make model results untrustworthy. Thus, one should have a good
understanding about the model and the data used in modelling before employing
the results. Many times the experience and knowledge of the system gained by
building a model, as well as the questions that arise during modelling process,
become more valuable than the results produced by the model. Models can be
considered rather as a way of gaining insight of complex systems than providing
direct answers for decision making.
In energy system planning, various and often contradictory goals, such as
minimising costs and greenhouse gas emissions while assuring the reliability of
energy supply, are present. Complexity of energy system planning together with
strong and far-reaching negative consequences of unfavourable decisions has been
a motivation to develop various energy system models. In the first part of this
section, energy models are classified and discussed on a general level. The
following part represents reference energy systems and mathematical formulation
used in energy system models. In the last part, four existing energy system model
generators MARKAL, EFOM, MESSAGE and TIMES are shortly introduced.
The classification of energy models and the review of first three model generators
are based primarily on Henning (1999).

3.1 MODEL CLASSIFICATIONS
Different needs and purposes have led to development of many kinds of energy
models. Individual models cannot always be unambiguously categorised, since a
model may have characteristics pertaining to several different model types. A
primary distinction can be done between energy system and energy-economy
models. Another closely related distinction is drawn between bottom-up and topdown models. In energy system models only the energy sector is modelled, including different energy forms and energy carriers with specific conversion and
end-use technologies. Typical energy-economic models, on the other hand, con-
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sider also the other parts of economy, which leads to a more simplified modelling
of energy sector. Energy-economy models calculate market equilibrium for supply
and demand in various fields, such as labour and fuels, based on given estimations
for price elasticity of substitution. Thus, these top-down models have an approach
that proceeds from general, aggregated level to regional and functional details.
Normal assumptions in energy-economy models include a completely rational
behaviour of people and perfect, transparent market without bureaucratic distortions or monopolies.
In an energy system model, relevant energy carriers, energy conversion
technologies and end-use sectors of the studied system are modelled with detail.
Each technology is described by parameters, such as investment and operating
costs, lifetime, availability and efficiency. Technologies are usually represented
by processes, which transform energy carriers and materials. A process depicting
combined heat and power plants, for example, could have coal as process input
and electricity, heat and greenhouse gases as process output. They are also called
bottom-up models, because they come to general conclusions by analysing the
effects of changes in a detailed system. Bottom-up models are mostly used to find
least-cost strategies for providing energy services up to the level of national and
international energy system planning. Drastic changes in energy supply and
demand as well as effects of new technologies on energy system can easily be
included in an energy system model. However, many parameters and their
development in the future are difficult to estimate. Energy system models are
most suitable for depicting technologies that have potential for gaining a notable
market share. If a system is constituted of a large amount of technologies, each
having diverse characteristics, more simplifications are needed, which leads to
lessening of the model’s accuracy.
Energy system models can be further divided into partial equilibrium and fixed
demand models. Partial equilibrium models, like energy-economy models,
calculate a balance price against supply and demand curves of energy. The
demand for energy may thus be affected by price changes: a price increase would
result in declining energy demand. These models are called partial equilibrium
models because only the energy sector is included. In a fixed demand model, the
user specifies the useful energy demands, which cannot be altered by the model.
However, energy saving measures can be included to lower the amount of final
energy necessary to satisfy the demand of useful energy. For example, in a model
a house with improved isolation could need 20% less heating oil to maintain the
same indoor temperature than normal houses.
Energy models can be optimisation or simulation models. An energy system optimisation model has an objective function, which can be maximised or minimised
under various constraints. A typical optimisation problem is to minimise the total
costs of energy production, while the emissions of greenhouse gases are limited
below a certain level. A linear optimisation model consists of only linear equations, which guarantees that the global optimum can be reached. Through nonlinear equations more complex effects and relations can be brought into an opti18

misation model. Nevertheless, in contrast to linear optimisation, a global optimum
can be guaranteed for a non-linear problem only in special cases (objective function and constraints have to be convex).
In a simulation model, the number of variables equals the number of equations,
and thus the degree of freedom is zero. Therefore, the user more directly
predetermines the solution of a simulation model. An optimisation model may
have numerous degrees of freedom, meaning that a variety of solutions exists.
Using an optimisation routine, the model finds the most favourable state or
development of a system among all the possible solutions. In a simulation model,
a solution that satisfies the optimality conditions has to be found by computing
numerous model runs for varying parameter values. The final solution achieved
through simulation might still be far away from the optimum, since the
requirements for results are set by the user. However, complex relations, including
non-linearity, are generally easier to imbed into simulation models.
Models can be static, quasi-dynamic or dynamic. Static models represent the
modelled system at one point in time neglecting any temporal development. A
static model could be used to analyse the energy supply during maximum load in
order to determine the required capacity of a new installation. Quasi-dynamic and
dynamic models analyse the behaviour of a system over a longer period of time.
In a quasi-dynamic model, the system is optimised for one model period at a time:
the most favourable solution of the first period forms the basis for the
optimisation of the second period. The solutions for all the periods are obtained
similarly. In a dynamic model, on the contrary, the objective function covers all
the periods and the whole time horizon is optimised simultaneously. Dynamic
models thus assume a perfect foresight, while quasi-dynamic models rely only on
the current information. The model horizon in both model types comprises of
several successive time periods, which may vary in length. Moreover, a model
period may be divided into seasons, and a diurnal division between day and night
is often possible. Since calculations in static models are less complex, the system
conditions can be defined with more detail and accuracy than in quasi-dynamic
and dynamic models.
The models described above are parametric models. They are normally used for
middle- and long-term modelling, as the structure and parameters of the described
system can change. The data in parametric models are based on various sources
including literature, official statistics and modeller’s own judgement. Short-term
forecasting with high temporal resolution is usually done with econometric
models. For instance, an hourly projection of electricity consumption for the next
day, week or even year is typically done with econometric models. These models
are based on statistical analysis of historical data, mainly time-series, with the
assumption that past relationships in the system remain unchanged. Projections
are formed by modifying past data with diurnal and seasonal corrections. Also
various trends and statistical correlation can be included in econometric models.
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3.2 BASIC STRUCTURE OF ENERGY SYSTEM MODELS
3.2.1

REFERENCE ENERGY SYSTEM

The two basic components of an energy system model are commodities and
processes. Commodities represent energy carriers, materials, emissions, useful
energy demands, money, etc. flowing through an energy system. A process
transforms commodities from one form into another, and only in exceptional cases
(e.g., exchange and storage processes) a process consumes the same commodity
as it produces. For instance, processes may represent power plants transforming
fuels into electricity, or they may represent washing machines and aeroplanes
producing washed laundry and travelled distance.
The structure of a model is often illustrated with a reference energy system (RES),
which is a network depicting flows of commodities through various processes.
Commodities such as primary energy carriers are initially either imported to the
model region or obtained by production of raw material in mining processes, for
example. An RES describes the way of these primary resources through different
stages consisting of transformation, transportation, storage and distribution of
commodities, until they are either consumed by end-use demand or exported out
of the region. A simplified RES for demands of a household is represented in
Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. A simplified reference energy system (RES) for demands of households.
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Washed laundry

An RES may be used to depict an energy system from municipal or regional level
to national and international energy supply. Individual plants are not modelled
separately, but similar plants are aggregated into processes that represent a whole
technology type. In addition to existing technologies, an RES usually contains a
variety of alternatives and options of technologies that are not available today (or
only at a very high cost) but that can be envisaged to be utilised in the future.
3.2.2

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The principal components of a mathematical optimisation model are defined in
Taha (1997) as alternatives, restrictions and an objective function. Generally, the
alternatives of a problem are represented through various unknown variables. By
using these variables, the restrictions and the objective criterion are constructed in
appropriate mathematical functions and, as a result, mathematical model is
obtained. The solution of a model gives the values of decision variables that
optimise (i.e., maximise or minimise) the value of the objective function under all
the constraints. The solution is often referred to as the optimum feasible solution.
A typical mathematical formulation of an optimisation model is:
Minimise/Maximise
subject to

f(x1, x2,…, xn)
g1(x1, x2,…, xn) ≤ 0
g2(x1, x2,…, xn) ≤ 0
…
gm(x1, x2,…, xn) ≤ 0

f represents the objective function, while g1,…, gm are the restrictions, or
constraints, and x1, x2,…, xn are the model variables. The variables may be integer
or continuous, and the objective and constraint functions may be linear or nonlinear.
Due to a great diversity of mathematical characteristics needed to describe
optimisation models, a variety of solution methods have been developed. The
most significant and successful solution technique is linear programming, where
objective and constraint functions are linear, and all the variables are continuous.
Further techniques that are used to solve other, normally more complex,
optimisation problems include dynamic programming, integer programming and
non-linear programming, among many others. Nevertheless, because of the high
computational efficiency of linear programming, it provides the basis for many of
the other solution algorithms. Moreover, energy-system models tend to be
voluminous and tedious, and thus they utilise overwhelmingly the efficient
algorithms of linear programming, such as the well-known simplex method or the
more recent interior-point method.
A two-variable linear programming (LP) problem is presented in Figure 3.2. Although two-variable models are rare in practice (a typical linear energy-system
model may have thousands of variables and constraints), the principle of solving a
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linear model is the same for small and large problems. The task in this case is to
maximise the given objective function under six model constraints, which determine the solution space containing all the feasible solutions. A graphical solution
to the problem is presented in Figure 3.3. The optimum is found by first identifying the direction in which the objective function increases, and then moving to
this direction until the ultimate point in solution space is reached.
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Figure 3.2. A two-variable linear optimisation problem.
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4

The optimum solution of linear problems is always associated with a corner point,
or extreme point, of the solution space. On this fact is based the development of
the general algebraic simplex method, which can be used to solve any LP model.
In the simplex method, all the extreme points are identified algebraically. The
method starts at one of the extreme points by examining if the objective function
can be increased (or decreased if the goal is to minimise the objective function) by
moving to either one of the neighbouring corner points. If both neighbour points
decrease the value of the objective function, the maximum is the current point.
Otherwise, the neighbouring point with higher objective function value is the next
point that will be examined. Eventually, iterating the procedure will yield the
optimum.
In an energy system model, the objective function often represents the total costs
of the system. The unknown variables consist of capacities of different
technologies as well as commodity flows to be determined for each model period.
Constraints include not only the user defined constraints (e.g., limit on the
production of certain commodities), but all the equations needed to describe the
model itself. For instance, the relations ensuring that the production of a process
does not exceed the limits set by process capacity, or the equations determining
how many units of fuel is needed to produce one unit of electricity belong to
model constraints.

3.3 EXISTING ENERGY SYSTEM MODELS
3.3.1 MARKAL
MARKAL (MARKet ALlocation ) is a linear, multi-period, bottom-up
optimisation model of a national level energy system. The model has been widely
used in almost 40 countries, including developed, transitional and developing
economies. MARKAL was originally designed to develop a strategy for research,
development and demonstration for the International Energy Agency (IEA). The
characteristics of future energy technologies were estimated and the influence of
these technologies was analysed for several countries through various scenarios.
MARKAL was developed at The Brookhaven National Laboratory in the USA
and at Kernforschungsanlage Jülich in Germany. Currently, two user interfaces
exist for MARKAL: MUSS is an older, DOS-based interface, whereas ANSWER
is a more recent Windows-based interface.
MARKAL is a demand-driven model, which means that all the specified useful
energy demands have to be satisfied. Optimising the objective function, model
selects the most favourable energy carriers and processes to supply the given demands. Available resources, economic, technical and environmental characteristics of technologies together with useful energy demands are the main input parameters in a MARKAL model. Five main classes are distinguished in MARKAL:
resources (e.g., mining), energy carriers (e.g., coal, wind), processes, conversion
systems and demand devices (Fishbone, L.G. et al. 1983). Processes transform
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one energy carrier into another, thus oil refineries, for example, are modelled as
processes. Conversion systems (e.g., power plants, cars) convert energy carriers
into commodities with end-use demand (e.g., electricity, travelled distance). With
demand devices, energy saving measures such as improved insulation can be introduced to a MARKAL model. For processes, conversion systems and demand
devices, parameters including efficiency, availability factor, lifetime as well as
investment, fixed and variable costs are defined, and import costs are assigned to
primary energy carriers. The salvage values of existing capacities at the end of the
time horizon are taken into account, and all costs are discounted to their present
value by a given discount rate.
The modelling horizon in MARKAL can be divided in up to sixteen periods of
equal lengths. Due to new installations and decommissioning of old capacity, the
market shares of different technologies vary throughout the periods. Diurnal
storage technologies, e.g. hydroelectric pumped power plants that consume
electricity during the night and produce it during the day, can be included in
models. Model constraints include annual energy carrier balances, seasonal
district heating balances, diurnal electricity balances and annual availability and
demand equations. Through a peak-load production relation, the supply system is
secured to have enough capacity, and possibly a desired reserve margin, during
the maximum load. The growth of such factors as installed capacity of a
technology, utilisation of a certain resource or total investments can be limited by
user constraints in a MARKAL model.
A multi-objective analysis is enabled through eight functions, which can be used
either as objective, constraints or for accounting. These functions are discounted
total system cost, cost for renewable technologies excluded, environmental
impact, fossil energy use, non-renewable energy use, nuclear energy use, securityweighted summation of primary energy resources and a combination of cost and
security. When a function is acting as a constraint, it is given a value which
defines either the lower or the upper limit. Functions used for accounting do not
influence the optimal solution. Security function can be used to limit the
dependence on imported energy carriers. Optimal solution includes installed
capacities in the beginning of every period, (energy-)commodity flows, activities
of processes and conversion technologies, total costs and total emissions.
Electricity production from conversion plants can be solved for day and night load
for three seasons (winter, summer and intermediate). Heat plants are assumed to
operate at constant power through a season. Heat production for extraction
turbines, for which the proportion of heat and electricity production can vary, is
solved on a diurnal level. Uncertainties can be included and analysed through
model’s stochastic programming feature.
MARKAL has been expanded to be a family of modelling systems. It has been
linked to the top-down model MACRO, allowing the evaluation of the interaction
between technology policies and market instruments. MACRO is a two-sector
(production and consumption) aggregated model of long-term economic growth,
whose inputs include capital, labour and energy. Instead of minimising the total
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cost, MACRO maximises the discounted utility of consumption. MARKALMACRO is a simplified energy-economy model, with detailed description of
technologies. MARKAL-MICRO and MARKAL-ELASTIC_DEMAND (MED)
are steps closer towards a partial equilibrium model, in which useful energy demand has been replaced, respectively, with non-linear and step-wise demand
curves. The equilibrium between supply and demand is calculated by maximising
the sum of consumer and producer surplus.(Goldstein 1999).
3.3.2 EFOM
EFOM, Energy Flow Optimisation Model, was originally developed in a
European Community research program in the 1970s. It is a bottom-up linear
programming optimisation model that can be used to describe the whole energy
system from primary energy supply to demand sectors. EFOM has been applied to
all member countries of the European Union (except Austria) as well as many
other countries, including Russia, Mexico and China. Employment rates, polluting
factors, technical and economical lifetimes and export possibilities can be
included in model inputs. Upper and lower bounds on flows and capacities can be
given, and total imports and costs may be limited. Availability factors for
processes set upper constraints on annual plant utilisation times, which are
computed by the model. In addition to diurnal storage, also seasonal storage
processes
areisallowed.
The EFOM
a multi-period model, which can cover a study time span of 40
years. The time span is divided into periods defined by their ending years, and the
periods may vary in length (van der Voort et al. 1984). Moreover, annual capacity
and flow constraints, as well as total cost constraints may be addressed for each
period. Total costs include investment and fixed costs, which are proportional to
capacity, and variable costs, which are proportional to energy or material flow.
Investment costs, including interest payments, are divided over the economical
lifetime of the technology with the annuity method. Cogeneration plants with
variable electricity to heat ratio can be modelled as a process with electricity
output, of which a varying share can be transformed into heat with a given
conversion factor (for example, with one unit of electricity can five units of heat
be produced).
EFOM has been extended by an environmental module (EFOM-ENV), which
includes emission reduction technologies with negative emission coefficients.
Annual pollutant limits considering technology, sector or the whole system have
been introduced. Also the cumulative CO2 emissions can be calculated and constrained, in which case the model can self determine the optimum pace for emission reductions. For SO2 and NOx, which stay much shorter time in the atmosphere than CO2, the annual emissions are normally limited. The annual time division in EFOM-ENV was extended to three seasons (winter, spring & autumn and
summer) with three diurnal periods (peak, intermediate and base load). Production
units can be set to be peak, intermediate or base load units. In EFOM-ENV, final
energy demand may be influenced by energy saving measures, but useful energy
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demand remains exogenously defined. To model price-induced changes in energy
demand, an iterative algorithm connecting useful energy demand with the shadow
prices of previous solution has been added.
3.3.3 MESSAGE
MESSAGE, Model for Energy Supply Strategy Alternatives and their General
Environmental impact, was created at IIASA (International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis) in Austria. MESSAGE was originally used for a study, in
which seven world regions were analysed for a 50-year time horizon, divided into
several periods. Like MARKAL and EFOM, also MESSAGE can be used to
describe the overall energy supply system with resource extraction, import and
export, commodity flows, conversion, distribution and end-use of energy. The
modelling horizon is divided into periods, which can vary in length. Each period
is represented by a typical year, which can be divided into load regions. In the
model version MESSAGE III, up to 10 load regions can be included in a year. A
typical division includes winter, intermediate and summer days, which each
subdivides into three load regions of arbitrary length.
In MESSAGE, technologies may be assigned certain production patterns. For
example, nuclear power plants can be fixed for base load operation and
photovoltaic cells may have output only at specific times. Annual and diurnal
storage can transfer energy from low-load regions to high-load regions. The
production in one period can be limited in relation to the production of previous
period, and additional user constraints are allowed. End-use technologies are
divided into equipment for thermal conversion, non-substitutable electricity
demand, transportation and non-energy use. MESSAGE has been extended with
possibilities to use integer variables, non-linear functions, multi-criteria
optimisation and stochastic future investment costs. In addition to total cost
minimisation, the model can be used for finding the marginal costs as well as
optimal technology and dimensions for investments.
3.3.4 TIMES
TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System) is a recent development in the
evolution of the MARKAL framework, created by the Energy Technology System
Analysis Programme (ETSAP) of the IEA. Like its predecessor, TIMES is a
dynamic linear optimisation framework that finds the least-cost solution under
given constraints such as annual or cumulative emission levels. It presupposes
perfect foresight and parametric data sources. Due to increased model flexibility,
TIMES allows for analysis of many problems which required undesirable
compromises or were beyond the analytical limits of MARKAL.
Time division in TIMES is flexible: the modelling horizon can be divided into an
unlimited number of periods with varying period lengths, and a year can be further subdivided into an arbitrary number of timeslices up to 3 hierarchy levels.
Through inter-regional linkage feature, multi-regional models can be developed,
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for example, to analyse the future needs for transmission capacity as well as the
effects of carbon permit trading. Vintaged processes allow for varying attribute
values depending on both the year of commissioning and the age of a process. For
instance, the investment costs for new wind power plants may decrease every
period, or the fixed operating and maintenance costs of an existing power plant
may grow due to increasing need for maintenance as the power plant ages. Moreover, attribute values can change depending on the model year. This feature may
be used to reflect the increment in fixed operating and maintenance costs due to
higher labour costs.
Standard naming conventions for attributes of all technology types make TIMES
more transparent than its predecessor. The representation of processes with more
than one input or output commodity is easier and more flexible; fuel-dependent
efficiencies can be specified within a process, whereas in MARKAL additional
processes and a dummy commodity are necessary. Modelling of regulating
hydropower production is remarkably improved by the introduction of seasonal
storage in addition with diurnal storage. Seasonal storage can be charged by both
within a model produced commodities and seasonally specified flows of primary
energy carriers, such as inflow of water filling the reservoirs for hydropower
production.
In TIMES, economic and technical lifetime of a process can be defined separately,
which enables, for example, different amortisation times for private households
and companies. The investment of a large project (e.g., power plant) is divided
equally over the construction time, and the costs for each portion of investment
are annualised over the economic lifetime of the technology. The investment of
projects with short construction time takes place in annual increments during the
period (e.g., the number of cars increases yearly, not only once in a period). The
useful energy demand can be specified in TIMES by the user, or it can be
determined by the model based on elastic supply and demand curves.
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4 THE ENERGY SYSTEM MODEL TIMES
This chapter provides an overview on the model generator TIMES. The model
features are depicted in the context of introducing the different possibilities
offered by TIMES rather than giving comprehensive guidelines on using the
model generator. The structure and methodology of TIMES are represented as the
usage of the most important sets and model features are explained. Firstly, the
most fundamental features, such as building a reference energy system or dividing
a year into several time fragments, are introduced. The following description of
different variables and three basic equations offers some insight on how the
features are implemented in the model. Objective function, on which the whole
optimisation is based, is presented in the third section, succeeded by the
introduction of advanced features of the TIMES framework.

4.1 STRUCTURE OF A TIMES MODEL
TIMES is a model generator, which has been implemented in General Algebraic
Modeling System (GAMS). As a model generator, TIMES verifies the consistency of input data provided by the user, creates the standard equations describing
the optimisation problem and passes then the complete model to a solver. When
the solution is finally obtained, the output routines of TIMES write the model
results to an output file (see Figure 4.1). The input data are given in sets, which
contain the structural information of the problem, and parameters, which describe
the

TIMES

Sets
Preprocessor
• Data interpolation
• Default values
• Control sets
• Consistency check

Model equations
• Objective function
• Equations defining
the RES
• User constraints

Parameters

Solver

Figure 4.1. Framework for the model generator TIMES.
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numerical data of the model. In addition to parameters, the equations include variables whose values are determined under various constraints during the optimisation of the objective function.
A model generator is an intermediate layer between the user and a modelling
system such as GAMS. With the help of a model generator, the user can
concentrate on building the RES (Reference Energy System) and describing the
model data, since mathematical equations are automatically translated into the
syntax of a modelling system. Usually model generators offer also standardised
tools for analysing the results of optimisation or simulation. As a shortcoming,
only standard equations can be created when using a model generator. However, a
generic equation generator facility has been added to TIMES enabling the user to
define additional problem-specific equations.
4.1.1

REFERENCE ENERGY SYSTEM

Processes and commodities connected by the topology form the RES, which is
defined by various sets in TIMES. To be more precise, after introducing all the
commodities in the set COM and all the processes in the set PRC, their topology is
determined by the set TOP(REG,PRC,COM,IO). The entries in parenthesis define
how the members of a set have to be introduced. In the set TOP, first the region in
question has to be determined, followed by the process and the commodity with IN
or OUT declaring the commodity to be either input or output to the process. The
set ALL_REG defines both internal and external regions, the latter being used only
for import and export of commodities. Internal regions are then identified in a
subset of ALL_REG called REG(ALL_REG). Example 4.1 shows how sets are introduced in a TIMES model. In order to construct a functioning model, a variety of
other sets is needed, as explained later in this subsection. A complete example of a
small TIMES model is provided in Appendix B.
If a process produces or consumes two or more commodities (e.g., power plants
using more than one type of a fuel), the commodities have to be assigned as a
user-defined commodity group to the process. The user has to introduce a new
commodity group in the set COM_GRP. Then, all the commodities belonging to
the new group are identified in the set COM_GMAP(REG,COM_GRP,COM), and
finally the commodity group is assigned to one or more processes using the set
PRC_CG(REG,PRC,COM). In TIMES, each individual commodity is considered as
a commodity group consisting of one member, and thus the set COM_GRP has to
include all the individual commodities in addition to user-defined commodity
groups. Therefore, the set COM is a subset of COM_GRP, and thus it is indicated in
TIMES by the definition COM(COM_GRP).
Commodities are categorised into five different types defined by the fixed set
COM_TYPE: demand commodities (DEM), energy carriers (NRG), materials (MAT),
environmental commodities (ENV) and financial commodities (FIN). The set
COM_TMAP(REG,COM_TYPE,COM) is used to assign each commodity a certain
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Example 4.1. Introduction of sets in TIMES.
Set definitions

Comments

SET REG
/
ITA
GER
/;

‘Internal model regions’

SET COM(COM_GRP)
/
ELEC
COAL
SOLAR
/;

‘Commodities’

SET PRC
/
COAL_PL
PHVLTCS
/;

‘Processes’

SET TOP(REG,PRC,COM,IO)
/
GER.COAL_PL.COAL.IN
GER.COAL_PL.ELEC.OUT
ITA.PHVLTCS.SOLAR.IN
ITA.PHVLTCS.ELEC.OUT
/;

‘Topology’

‘Italy’
‘Germany’

‘Electricity’
‘Coal’
‘Solar radiation’

‘Coal fired power plant’
‘Photovoltaics’

commodity type. Also the processes are divided into different types, which are
defined by the fixed set PRC_GRP. The most important process types include
electric generation (ELE), combined heat and power generation (CHP), demand
devices (DMD) and storage (STG). The processes are mapped into certain types in
the set PRC_MAP(REG,PRC_GRP,PRC).
An activity unit has to be provided for each commodity by the set COM_UNIT (the
entries for sets will be omitted from now on). For processes, both activity and
capacity units have to be defined, which is done in the sets PRC_ACTUNT and
PRC_CAPUNT. The activity of a process describes the flow of a particular
commodity, or the sum of certain flows to or from the process. For example, the
activity of a process describing a CHP plant could be the sum of produced
electricity and district heat. A capacity-activity constraint for the process ensures
that the activity does not exceed the installed capacity in any timeslice and period,
taking the availability of the process into account.
By defining the activity unit, the user identifies also the primary commodity or
primary commodity group for a process. A process may have various by-products,
such as emissions, and therefore a primary commodity group is needed to identify
which flows contribute to the activity of a process. Primary commodities can be
either inputs or outputs. On the other side of a process, a shadow primary group
needs to be identified. The shadow primary group consists normally of commodi-
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ties that belong to the same commodity type as those in the primary group. For
example, electricity and district heat, defined as primary commodities for a CHP
process, both belong to the commodity type NRG; in this case, the shadow primary
group would consist of all the input commodities of the type NRG, which are used
as a fuel in the process. The overall efficiency of a process, which is specified by
the user with the parameter FLO_FUNC, is calculated as a ratio of primary and
shadow primary groups. In principle, the shadow primary group is automatically
determined by TIMES.
4.1.2

REGIONAL DIMENSIONS

External import and export regions can be used for importing raw materials and
primary energy carriers to the model region as well as exporting produced
commodities from the model region. Furthermore, a TIMES model may consist of
various internal regions, in which case the inter-regional trade within the model
regions takes place through exchange processes. Import and export processes are
defined in sets like all the other processes, except their topology is given in the set
TOP_IRE(REG1,COM1,REG2,COM2,EXP_PRC). Entries of the set determine that the
process EXP_PRC transfers commodity COM1 from REG1 to COM2 in REG2.
Figure 4.2. illustrates the trade of commodities between model regions and external import and export regions. In addition to physical trade of materials and electricity, also the trade of more abstract commodities, such as emission certificates,
may be included in a model. Exchange processes may require ancillary products
(e.g., transportation of natural gas consumes electricity) and create by-products

Export
region

Import
region

Aluminum

Coal

Gas

Steel

RES 2

RES 1
Money
Oil
Electricity

Inter-regional
exchange process

RES 3
Area of study
Figure 4.2. Trade of commodities in TIMES.
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(e.g., methane emissions due to leaking gas network). Moreover, the subannual
time division (see Time resolution below) between model regions does not have to
be identical, and the name as well as units of traded commodity may vary among
the regions.
4.1.3

TIME RESOLUTION

The time horizon in TIMES can be divided into an arbitrary number of periods
with varying lengths. The model periods are represented by average years of each
period, which form the set MILESTONYR. For each model period, the first, last and
middle year as well as the duration of the period have to be determined by the
parameters B, E, M and D, respectively. All the years for which past investments,
that is investments made prior to the modelling horizon, exist are included in the
set PASTYEAR. The set MODLYEAR includes all the members of both of the sets
MILESTONYR and PASTYEAR. Finally, the set DATAYEAR contains all the years for
which input data are provided. This set is required because input data can be assigned for years other than those included in the set MODLYEAR. The usage of sets
and parameters related to the definition of periods is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The
members of these sets have to belong to the predefined set ALLYEAR, which contains all the years from 1900 to 2200.
TIMES allows for a flexible division of a year through timeslices, which enable a
seasonal and diurnal examination of an energy system. Timeslices are organised
into four hierarchy levels: ANNUAL, SEASON, WEEKLY and DAYNITE forming a
fixed set TSLVL. The level ANNUAL consists of only one member, the timeslice
ANNUAL, while all the other levels may include an arbitrary number of timeslices.
The desired timeslice levels are activated by the set TS_GROUP(REG,TSLVL,TS),
where also the individual, user provided timeslices TS are assigned to each level.

1st period

2nd period

3rd period

DATAYEAR
MODLYEAR
PASTYEAR

Figure 4.3. Different time sets in TIMES
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Figure 4.4. A timeslice tree with the four possible hierarchy levels.

A fourth set, TS_MAP(REG,TS1,TS2), is needed to determine the structure of a
timeslice tree, where timeslice TS1 is defined as the parent node of TS2. Figure 4.4
illustrates a timeslice tree, in which a year is divided into four seasons consisting
of working days and weekends. Working days are further divided into days and
nights, except in winter when morning, afternoon and night are specified. Commodities and processes can be assigned individual timeslice levels by using the
sets COM_TSL and PRC_TSL. Thus, for instance, condensing power plants may be
forced to operate on a seasonal level, while hydropower production may vary
between days and nights.
4.1.4

NUMERIC DATA

All the numerical information within a TIMES model is given as parameters. The
parameters are normally associated with a process or a commodity, but also global
and regional parameters such as length of a season or general discount rate exist.
The process and commodity oriented parameters are usually given in relation to
capacity or activity of a process or in relation to flow of a commodity. Process
parameters include technical and economic lifetime; investment, fixed and variable costs; construction time; availability and emission factors; efficiency; existing capacity and possible constraints on capacity and activity. Most of the process
parameters start with the prefix NCAP_, referring to the fact that technical characteristics are often depending on the installation period of new capacity. As an example, the parameter NCAP_COST(REG,T,PRC,CUR), where region, period, process and currency have to be specified, assigns the investment costs per unit capacity to a process.
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Commodity oriented parameters define, for example, the demand for a commodity
during the model periods, the seasonal and diurnal distribution of demand as well
as import prices and bounds for commodities. The demand for a commodity is
specified by the user with the parameter COM_PROJ(REG,T,COM), where the entries determine region, period and commodity in question. An overall efficiency
can be assigned to a commodity by using the parameter COM_IE(REG,T,COM,TS),
where the last entry determines the fraction of year, or timeslice, to which the
efficiency applies. This parameter could be used for modelling transmission or
infrastructure efficiency, for instance. A complete list of parameters and sets in
TIMES can be found in the system documentation (TIMES 1999).

4.2 DECISION VARIABLES
The role of each variable of TIMES is described in this section, excluding three
variables associated with storage processes, which are presented in subsection
Storage processes. All variable names begin with a prefix VAR_, which makes
their identification in source code easier. The values assigned to variables represent the average annual values of each time period. The net level of a commodity,
which is calculated as a difference between production and consumption of the
commodity within the modelled system, is given by the variable VAR_COMNET.
The variable will be created only if a net bound or a cost is explicitly associated
with the net level, or surplus, of a commodity. For example, CHP units can produce more district heat as a by-product of electricity than it is necessary to satisfy
the heat demand, unless this is restricted by limiting the VAR_COMNET. The total
production of a commodity is given by VAR_COMPRD, which will be created only
if a bound is imposed on the total production or a cost is explicitly associated with
the production level of a commodity.
In addition to user-defined fixed demands, also elastic supply and demand curves
for commodities are imbedded in TIMES. When this macroeconomic feature is
used, the target for optimisation is to maximise the total surplus of suppliers and
consumers, which is given by an integral of a non-linear function. The objective
function has to be of a linear form, and therefore the integrated area is divided into
blocks. For each block the variable VAR_ELAST gives the area of the block, and
the total integral is determined as the sum of these variables.
The three variables that were introduced above are all associated only to commodities, whereas the variable VAR_FLO involves both a commodity and a process. It is used to describe all the individual commodity flows of a process in each
relevant timeslice. When vintaging is required (i.e., parameter values depend on
the year of commissioning; see subsection Vintaging), the flows of a process in
the concerned period are distinguished according to the year of commissioning the
capacity. The variable VAR_IRE tracks the flows of import and export commodities for exchange processes, operating in a similar manner as VAR_FLO.
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The last three variables are process oriented and do not directly involve a commodity. The overall activity of a process, that is the sum of flows in primary
commodity group, is given by VAR_ACT in any timeslice. As VAR_FLO, also this
variable distinguishes capacities with different years of commission if a process is
vintaged. VAR_CAP states the installed capacity in any period. Thus, the value of
this variable equals the sum of previously made investments and residual capacity
installed before the modelling horizon minus the capacity that has already reached
the end of its technical lifetime. The variable will be created only if a total or cumulative capacity constraint is specified.
The investment in new capacity for each period is given by VAR_NCAP. As an
exception, VAR_NCAP describes the total new capacity installed in a period instead of an annual average. The variable has a central role in the model, since
various technology parameters of a vintaged process may depend on both the period of installation and the age of the process. Therefore, the value of certain coefficients is derived and applied in each period according to the year of
commissioning the capacity. The user can specify a construction time to a process,
which is done by the parameter NCAP_ILED. Consequently, new capacity would in
reality be ready to operate only after the construction time. Due to the division of
the time horizon in periods, the operational capacity is averaged in TIMES over
the whole period, including the construction time. This is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
If the technical lifetime of a process is shorter than the length of a period, the
necessary re-investments are not included in VAR_NCAP but will be handled by
the model internally. Past investments, which exist already prior to the modelling
horizon, are given by the parameter NCAP_PASTI. A summary of variables is
given in Table 4.1.

New capacity

100

Total new capacity

60
Average operational
capacity in the period
of installation

Construction
time

Installation in
operation

MODEL PERIOD

Figure 4.5. Average operational capacity during the period of installation is calculated considering the construction time.
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Table 4.1. The variables in TIMES, excluding three variables which are connected to storage
processes.
Variable name

Description

VAR_COMNET

Net level of a commodity

VAR_COMPRD

Total production of a commodity

VAR_ELAST

Sum of variables describe the surplus of consumers and
suppliers, which is optimised if elastic demand curves are
employed.

VAR_FLO

Commodity flows of a process

VAR_IRE

Flows of import and export commodities

VAR_ACT

Activity of a process

VAR_CAP

Total installed capacity in a period

VAR_NCAP

New capacity installed within a period

4.3 BASIC EQUATIONS
Three fundamental equations of TIMES are introduced in this section. The transformation equation EQ_PTRANS connects the input and output flows of a process.
The share of an inflow or outflow commodity can be fixed or limited by the market allocation equation EQ_FLOSHAR, and each commodity is balanced by
EQ_COMBAL. In the following sections, other equations playing a key role in the
model structure, such as objective function, are presented. However, a complete
description of all the model equations, which can be found in the system documentation (TIMES 1999), has been omitted.
4.3.1

TRANSFORMATION EQUATION

The transformation equation EQ_PTRANS determines the relation between input
and output flows of a process. The equation is used, for example, to model efficiency or to determine the emissions depending on the fuel inputs. By specifying a
linear transformation parameter FLO_FUNC, the user can define a ratio between
any input and output flows of a particular process. Should either the input or output flow of a process be a commodity group consisting of more than one members, commodity-dependent efficiencies can be assigned using the parameter
FLO_SUM. The transformation equation is created for each process in each period
and timeslice.
The entries of parameter FLO_FUNC(REG,T,PRC,CG1,CG2,TS) define the region,
period, process, input commodity group (CG1) and output commodity group
(CG2) as well as the applied timeslices TS. As explained in subsection Reference
energy system, commodity group may represent either an individual commodity
or a group of several commodities. The value given to the FLO_FUNC parameter
defines how many units of CG2 is produced with one unit of CG1 as an input. The
parameter FLO_SUM(REG,T,PRC,CG1,COM,CG2,TS) determines an additional mul-
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tiplier that is used when the commodity COM, a member of CG1, is transformed
into CG2. As an example, a process producing ELEC has OIL and GAS as fuel inputs, forming the input commodity group FUEL. If both the process-specific efficiency FLO_FUNC and the commodity-specific efficiency FLO_SUM have been
specified, the equation EQ_PTRANS takes the following form:
FLO_SUM GAS;FUEL;ELEC ⋅ VAR_FLOGAS;PRC 

 ⋅ FLO_FUNC FUEL;ELEC
+ FLO_SUM OIL;FUEL;ELEC ⋅ VAR_FLOOIL;PRC 
= VAR_FLO ELEC;PRC

The variable VAR_FLOC;P describes the flow of commodity
the process P.

C

(4.1)

leaving or entering

Two different formulations of the transformation equation are shown in Figure
4.6. Both parameters FLO_FUNC and FLO_SUM appear always on the same side of
the equation. The side is determined by the order of input and output commodity
group entries in parameter definitions. Due to this limitation, commodity-specific
efficiencies can be defined only on one side of a process, and thus they cannot be
applied for both input and output commodities. For instance, in CHP processes
with flexible operation modes FLO_SUM is used for determining the different efficiencies for heat and electricity production. Since FLO_FUNC has to be on the
same side as FLO_SUM, that is on the right hand side of the equation, the parameter has to be given a value that is inverse of the process-specific efficiency. If the
commodity-specific efficiencies are needed for both input and output commodity
groups, a dummy process and dummy commodities have to be utilised.

CG2

CG1
C1

C3

C2

CG2

CG1

C4

C1

C3

C2

FLO_FUNCCG1,CG2

FLO_FUNCCG1,CG2

Process p

Process p

FLO_SUMC2

C4

FLO_SUMC3

FLO_SUMC4

FLO_SUMC1

Commodity-specific efficiencies for C1 and C2

Commodity-specific efficiencies for C3 and C4
VAR_FLOC1+ VAR_FLOC2
=
FLO_FUNC(CG2,CG1) ·
[ VAR_FLOC3 FLO_SUM(CG2,C3,CG1)
+VAR_FLOC4 FLO_SUM(CG2,C4,CG1)]

FLO_FUNC(CG1,CG2) ·
[ VAR_FLOC1 FLO_SUM(CG1,C1,CG2)
+VAR_FLOC2 FLO_SUM(CG1,C2,CG2)]
=
VAR_FLOC3+ VAR_FLOC4

Figure 4.6. The two possible formulations of the transformation equation with commodity specific
efficiencies

4.3.2

MARKET AND PRODUCT ALLOCATION

The market and product allocation equation EQ_FLOSHAR is used to limit the
share of an individual commodity within a commodity group. The equation en-
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sures that the share of an inflow or outflow commodity remains inside the specified bounds in relation to the total flow of the commodity group. The user can
constrain an individual commodity flow to be higher or lower than, or equal to, a
certain percentage of the total flow of the commodity group. This is done by the
parameter FLO_SHAR(REG,T,PRC,COM,CG,TS,LIM), where the entry LIM is a set
containing the elements UP, LO and FX. Assuming that the share of gas flow in the
example of previous subsection were not allowed to exceed 50% of the total flow
of commodity group FUEL, EQ_FLOSHAR would be expressed as

VAR_FLOGAS;PRC ≤ 0.5[VAR_FLOGAS;PRC + VAR_FLOOIL;PRC ].

(4.2)

The implementation of market and product allocation is illustrated in Figure 4.7.

C1

C2

C3
Process p

Options for constrained market share for the commodity C1
VAR_FLOC1 ≤ FLO_SHARC1 [VAR_FLOC1+ VAR_FLOC2 ]
VAR_FLOC1 = FLO_SHARC1 [VAR_FLOC1+ VAR_FLOC2 ]
VAR_FLOC1 ≥ FLO_SHARC1 [VAR_FLOC1+ VAR_FLOC2 ]

Figure 4.7. Possible market share constraints for an input commodity

4.3.3

COMMODITY BALANCE

The commodity balance equation EQ_COMBAL determines that the import and
production of each commodity are greater than or equal to the export and consumption in each period and timeslice. A simplified form of EQ_COMBAL can be
described as
 ∑ commodity_flow + ∑ import +   ∑ commodity_flow + ∑ export + 
output
output
input
 ≥ input

COM_IE ⋅ 
 ∑ cap_com_flow + ∑ decom_flow   ∑ cap_com_flow + ∑ install_flow 
 input

output
input
output
1
444444424444444
3 1
444444
424444444
3
production

consumption

(4.3)
COM_IE is a parameter between 0 and 1 that can be used to assign an overall effi-

ciency to a commodity, representing, for instance, transmission or infrastructure
efficiency. The term commodity_flow represents production (output) or consumption (input) of a commodity, whereas import and export stand, obviously, for
commodity import and export. In addition to process activity, commodity flows
can be associated also to capacity. That is, existing capacity may cause constant
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commodity flows (e.g., land use), which are described by the term cap_com_flow.
In the similar manner, building and dismantling capacity gives origin to flows
(e.g., material flows), which are represented by install_flow and decom_flow.

4.4 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The target of optimisation is stated in the objective function EQ_OBJ. In most
cases the objective function describes the discounted sum of annualised costs minus the annualised revenues of an energy system, and the goal of optimisation is
to minimise the objective function. The costs and revenues are described on an
annual basis, rather than aggregating the costs for each period, in order to provide
a more detailed reporting of net costs. The basic elements of the objective function are given in equation 4.4.
EQ_OBJ =
+ Investment costs

+ Costs for sunk material
+ Fixed costs
+ Variable costs
+ Taxes
+ Surveillance costs
+ Decommissioning costs
- Subsidies
- Recuperation of sunk material
- Salvage value

(4.4)

In addition to investment, fixed, and variable costs, taxes and subsidies can be
assigned for a technology. Decommissioning and surveillance costs occur after
the capacity has reached its technical lifetime. Sunk materials represent the materials embedded in a technology during the construction time, and they can be resold after the decommissioning. Salvage value is needed to compensate for the
capacity existing after the model horizon, as explained later in this section.
As already mentioned, both technical and economic lifetime can be specified for a
process. Considering investment costs, an individual investment results in a series
of annual payments, which is spread over the economic lifetime of the technology.
The annuities are discounted from the year of investment by using technology
specific discount rates assigned for individual processes. If the user does not provide specific discount rate for a process, TIMES sets it automatically to the value
of the general discount rate. The general discount rate has to be specified by the
user. It is used in the objective function to discount eventually all the annuities
resulting from individual capacity installations, among the other costs and revenues, to the base year. As a result, the present value of the total system cost is
obtained for the base year, which is chosen by the user.
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In addition to annualising payments resulting from investment cost, the investment itself occurs as a series of annual increments, rather than as a single investment. TIMES distinguishes between small and large projects, which differ from
each other in the manner the investment takes place. A project is classified as
small when its construction time (ILED) is shorter than a specified fraction of both
the period’s length (D(t)) and the technology’s lifetime (TLIFE). Otherwise a project is classified as a large project.
In the case of small projects (e.g., consumer technologies), the investment payments occur in yearly, equal increments spread over D(t) years. However, the
payments start already at year M(t)-D(t)+1 and end at year M(t) (M(t) represents
the middle year of the period t). Thus, for small projects, investment payments
start before the beginning and end at the middle of a period (see Figure 4.8). This
seems more realistic than spreading the costs between the beginning and end of a
period, because of the short construction time in small projects. After dividing the
investment in annual increments, each individual increment is then annualised
over the economic lifetime of a process (ELIFE). For small projects, spreading the
investment results in a tapering in and a tapering out of fixed annual costs.
The investment payments of large projects (e.g., power plants) start at the beginning of the period. The investment cost is first divided in equal portions over the
construction time, and then each portion is annualised over ELIFE, as can be seen
in Figure 4.9. The fixed annual costs of large projects begin after the construction
time in a lump quantity and end all at the same time after the technical lifetime.
Consequently, fixed annual costs for large projects remain constant throughout the
TLIFE. If the technical lifetime of a small or large project is shorter than the duration of the period, the necessary re-investments will be done to maintain the

Investment

Investment
and payment:

D(t)
TLIFE

Payment:
only

ELIFE

D(t)=4, TLIFE=5,ELIFE=3
M(t)=B(t)+1

B(t)

M(t)

Model years

Period t

Figure 4.8. Spreading the financial investment in the case of small projects. The construction time
ILED is assumed to be zero and thus all the capacity becomes operational in the beginning of the
period.
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reached capacity level during the period. Although the investment costs are spread
as described above, the physical addition of new capacity for both small and large
projects takes place all at once ILED years after the beginning of the period.
Decommissioning of large projects occurs after the end-of-life of the investment
plus an optional lag period (e.g., cooling off of a nuclear power plant). Moreover,
a process may be assigned surveillance costs, taking place during the lag period.
Dismantling follows the same patterns and rules as construction of capacity: it is
spread over decommissioning time (DLIFE) and the costs are annualised over economic life of decommissioning (DELIF). Figure 4.10. illustrates the life-cycle of a
large project. For small projects, it is assumed that decommissioning occurs exactly TLIFE years after the investment and the dismantling takes one year, during
which the decommissioning costs are paid.
The capacity whose technical life has not expired at the end of the modelling horizon is salvaged in the objective function. This means that all investment related
costs taking place after the last model year are compensated and thus do not effect
optimisation. Without it, the full investment costs would be paid even if the technical lifetime of a capacity could not be totally utilised, which would favour the
technologies with low investment costs towards the end of the modelling horizon.
Salvaging is important in a finite horizon model if technical lifetime may differ
from economic lifetime or technologies may have individual discount rates. Otherwise it is sufficient to set the investment related costs which take place after the
model horizon to zero.

Investment:
and payment

Investment

D(t)
ILED

TLIFE
ELIFE

B(t)

Payment
only:

D(t)=8, ILED=4
TLIFE=6,ELIFE=3

Model years

Period t

Figure 4.9. Spreading the financial investment in the case of large projects. The capacity becomes
operational all at once after the construction time ILED.
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DLAG=2, DLIFE=3, DELIF=2

D(t)
ILED

B(t)

TLIFE

DLAG

DLIFE

Period t

Investment:

Model years

Decommissioning
and payments:

Decommissioning
Payments only:

Figure 4.10. Investment and decommission of a large project.

4.5 ADVANCED FEATURES
4.5.1

VINTAGING

In TIMES context, vintaging means assigning a process parameter values which
depend on the year of commissioning. Through vintaging characteristics of the
model, two features describing time dependence can be included: evolving of
parameter values of new capacity and impact of ageing on parameter values. Additionally, TIMES allows for changing of parameter values depending on model
year. This is not exactly a vintaging feature, but due to the similar characteristics
it is discussed here. To define a process as vintaged, it simply has to be included
in the set PRC_VINT(REG,PRC).
The characteristics of a specific technology usually develop in time; for example,
a newly installed pulverised coal fired power plant has a higher efficiency in the
year 2000 than what had the new power plants of the same technology in the year
1990. Therefore, the user might want to assign to the efficiency parameter
FLO_FUNC a value that evolves in time. This period-dependent base value is defined by specifying the parameter values separately for each relevant model period. Relevant model periods consist of those past periods in which capacity was
built and the periods in model horizon when capacity may be built.
The technical characteristics of a particular installation may change due to its aging. As an example, the availability of a power plant may first increase due to
growing experience of the personnel and later decline due to more frequent outages. Thus, the characteristics of a process may depend not only on the year of
installation but also on the age structure of the capacity (see Figure 4.11). The
change of parameter values over the technical life of an installation is done by
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using a function called SHAPE. The function is more precisely a vector, which
consists of multipliers for each age. Thus, a parameter value of a process with the
installation year (= vintage year) V in the model year T would be calculated according to the equation VALUE(V,T) = BASE_VALUE(V)·SHAPE(J,T-V). The base value
is defined by the user as explained above. Several functions can be defined in a
SHAPE table, where columns designate the age+1 (e.g., the multiplier for a twoyear-old installation is given on the third column) and each row describes a different function. Therefore, an index J is needed to specify which function is used for
a particular process.
The usage of SHAPE function is triggered by adding a new parameter, which has
the name of the original parameter appended with “X”. The value assigned to the
new parameter designates a row, that is an individual function, in the SHAPE table. For example, to modify the availability of a process with a function defined
on the second row of the table SHAPE, the parameter NCAP_AFX(REG,V,PRC) = 2;
has to be added, where V designates the model years.
The last feature offers a possibility to modify parameter values over time for both
vintaged and non-vintaged processes. The modification is done through a MULTI
function, which is similar to the SHAPE function except that the multipliers are
defined for each model year instead of each age. For instance, the growth of fixed
operating and maintenance costs due to higher labour cost could be modelled

Added capacity

α (v = 2000) = 0.85 = const.

Period t 1

Period t 2

Model years
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2000

α (v = 1990) = 0.80 = const.
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Period t 3
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1

α (v = 2000, t)
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α (v = 2000) ≤ 0.85
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b)

2

Period t

3

Figure 4.11. a) Availability factor depends on the vintage year, and b) the factor depends also on
the SHAPE function.
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using this feature. For non-vintaged processes, a parameter value VALUE(T) =
BASE_VALUE·MULTI(X,T), where T is the current year and X is the index determining which of the functions in the MULTI table is used. The usage of a MULTI function is triggered by an additional parameter, named after the original parameter
appended with “M”. For vintaged processes that utilise all the three features described, the parameter value is calculated according to the equation: VALUE(V,T) =
BASE_VALUE(V)·SHAPE(J,T-V)·MULTI(X,T). An example on introducing the SHAPE
and MULTI tables is given in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. The introduction of SHAPE and MULTI tables.
TABLE SHAPE
J \ AGE
1
2
3

1
1
1
1

2
.9
1.05
1

3
.8
1.08
1

4
.7
1.1
1

5
.6
1.1
1

6
.5
1.1
1

7
.4
1.1
1

8
.3
1.0
1

9
.2
1.0
1

10
.1
0.9
1

11
.07
0.9
1

12
.05
0.8
0.7;

TABLE MULTI
X \ YEAR
1
2

4.5.2

1995
1.00
1.00

1996
1.030
0.99

1997
1.061
0.98

1998
1.093
0.95

1999
1.126
0.97

2000
1.159
1.05;

PEAKING EQUATION

The peaking equation EQ_PEAK ensures that enough production capacity is installed to meet the highest demand of a particular commodity with required reserve capacity in any timeslice. The availability of processes is taken into account
in the peaking equation. As an example, let us assume that all the power production technologies of an energy system have the availability of 80%, the highest
power demand of the system is 5 GW and the user wants to secure a reserve capacity of at least 20%. In such a case, the peaking equation would ensure that at
least 5·1.2/0.8 GW = 7.5 GW of capacity has been installed during the previous
periods. The reserve capacity may represent both the real excess capacity to secure the supply under unexpected outages and the peak load capacity that is not
utilised in the model because timeslices represent only the average demands during a particular time of the day (see Figure 4.12). It is important to notice that the
peaking equation affects the installed capacity but has absolutely no impact on the
production of commodities.
To introduce a peaking constraint to a commodity in a certain region, the commodity has to be included in the set COM_PEAK(REG,COM). The desired amount
of reserve capacity in relation to demand is specified by the parameter
COM_PKRSV(REG,T,COM). If the difference between the average demand in a
timeslice and peak demand is not included in the reserve capacity, it can be given
separately with COM_PKFLX(REG,T,COM,TS), where TS specifies the timeslice. In
addition, the user can determine a fraction of capacity with which a technology
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Figure 4.12. Evaluation of reserve capacity.

(e.g., wind power, photovoltaics) contributes to the peaking production by using
the parameter NCAP_PKCNT(REG,T,PRC,TS). And finally, if a process is included
as a member of the set PRC_PKNO(REG,PRC), its capacity does not contribute to
the peaking production at all.
4.5.3

STORAGE PROCESSES

TIMES allows for two kinds of storage processes, which are called inter-period
storage and timeslice storage. An individual timeslice storage process can operate
only at one particular timeslice level; nevertheless, a commodity can be stored on
all levels by introducing several storage processes. Inter-period storage is forced
to operate on the annual level. They are introduced in the set PRC_IPS, while
timeslice storage processes are included in the set PRC_TSS. A timeslice level is
assigned to a storage process, like to all the other processes, in the set PRC_TSL.
Storage processes differ from the ordinary processes essentially, since they have
the same commodity as input and output. Moreover, the amount of output in an
ordinary process depends on the input within a particular timeslice, whereas storage processes do not have such a time dependency between input and output
flows. As a consequence, storage processes do not have a topology that would be
defined in the set TOP, and between input and output commodities storage-type
specific transform equations EQ_IPS and EQ_TSS are used instead of the transformation equation EQ_PTRANS.
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Figure 4.13. Variables and parameters in storage processes.

For a storage process, the user can define an annual energy loss per unit of energy
stored by using the parameter STG_LOS, and an exogenous charging of storage
can be determined with the parameter STG_CHG (see Figure 4.13). Three new
variables are connected to storage processes: VAR_SIN describes the average inflow to a process during each timeslice of the specified level, and the variable
VAR_SOUT represents correspondingly the outflow from a process. VAR_ACT is
not actually a new variable, but it has a special interpretation when associated
with storage processes. Namely, VAR_ACT describes the amount of energy stored
in a process at the beginning of period or timeslice. For inter-period storage, only
annual flows are allowed for the variables VAR_SIN and VAR_SOUT.
4.5.4

EXCHANGE PROCESSES

Exchange processes enable the trade of commodities between any regions of a
model. Traded commodity may have different names and units within the model
regions, and an exchange process may consume auxiliary commodities and create
by-products, such as emissions. Figure 4.14. depicts an exchange process through
which coal is imported. Transportation of coal, which is named differently in both
regions, consumes oil in the export region and produces CO2 emissions in the
import region. The user inputs to create such an exchange process are given in

OIL

LOC_COAL
Unit: KiloTons
REGION1

CO2

EXPRC
IMP_COAL
Unit: Tons

Inter-regional
exchange process
IRE_BND

Figure 4.14. Exchange process between two regions.
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REGION2

Example 4.2, provided that processes, commodities and regions have already been
introduced.
In the example, parameter IRE_BND is used to specify an annual limit on coal imports from REGION1. In addition, total imports and exports of a commodity in a
specific region can be constrained using the parameter IRE_XBND. An exchange
process may be assigned an efficiency with the parameter IRE_FLO, and capacity
and activity related costs can be divided between both regions involved in trading.
Auxiliary commodities and by-products, which are directly proportional to import
and export flows, are specified through IRE_FLOSUM. If the time division in two
regions which exchange commodities is different, the user has to provide a matrix
mapping the correspondence of timeslices in both regions.
Example 4.2. User inputs to create an exchange process.
SET TOP_IRE(REG,COM,REG,COM,PRC)
/ REGION1.LOC_COAL.REGION2.IMP_COAL.EXPRC /;

‘Topology’

PARAMETER IRE_CCVT(REG,COM,REG,COM)
/ REGION1.LOC_COAL.REGION.IMP_COAL=1000 /;

‘Unit conversion from ‘
‘kT to T’

SET PRC_ACTUNT(REG,PRC,COM,ACTUNIT)
/ REGION1.EXPRC.LOC_COAL.KT
REGION2.EXPRC.IMP_COAL.T /;

‘Process activity and ‘
‘capacity units have ‘
‘to be specified in both ‘
‘regions’

SET CAP_ACTUNT(REG,PRC,COM,CAPUNIT)
/ REGION1.EXPRC.LOC_COAL.KTA
REGION2.EXPRC.IMP_COAL.TA /;
PARAMETER IRE_FLOSUM(REG,T,PRC,COM,TS,IE,COM,IO)
/ REGION1.2000.EXPRC.LOC_COAL.ANNUAL.EXP.OIL.OUT=1.4
REGION2.2000.EXPRC.IMP_COAL.ANNUAL.IMP.CO2.IN=1.0E4 /;
PARAMETER IRE_BND(REG,T,COM,TS,IE,ALL_REG,LIM)
/ REGION2.2000.IMP_COAL.ANNUAL.IMP.REGION1.UP=100 /;

4.5.5

‘Auxiliary consumption ‘
‘and emission’

‘Upper limit on import’

USER CONSTRAINTS

TIMES allows for the generation of flexible, non-standard constraints without
forcing the user to write them directly in the source code. For this purpose, a new
group of sets and parameters has been provided. User constraints can be utilised,
for instance, to limit particular commodity flows, such as coal used in condensing
power plants of a certain region. The share of a commodity may also be limited in
relation to a group of commodities both in demand and supply side (e.g., supply
of natural gas can be forced to remain under a certain percentage of the total primary energy consumption). Moreover, the activity as well as new and total installed capacity of a specified group of processes may be constrained. Dynamic
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constraints can be included to limit the investment in new capacity under a given
percentage of the existing capacity in the previous period.
User constraints are introduced by naming them in the set UC_N. A user constraint
might be generated for each period T, region R, timeslice TS or it might be
summed over regions, periods and timeslices. Combining these possibilities, eight
different types of non-dynamic user constraints are obtained. The type of a user
constraint is determined by including it in a set indicating either summation or
constraint generation for each occurrence for the three indices T, R and TS. This
means that a constraint has to be included in either UC_T_SUM or UC_T_EACH,
UC_R_SUM or UC_R_EACH as well as UC_TS_SUM or UC_TS_EACH sets. Dynamic constraints establish a relation between two successive periods T and T+1.
A constraint is defined as dynamic by using the set UC_T_SUCC instead of
UC_T_SUM or UC_T_EACH. A dynamic constraint may be generated for each region and timeslice or it may be summed over regions and timeslices, and therefore
a total of twelve different types of dynamic and non-dynamic user constraints
exist in TIMES. Each type of a constraint can be used in association with a group
of variables defined by the user.
In Example 4.3 a user constraint is set to limit the total flow of a commodity to
specified processes. The parameter UC_RHSS is used to determine the value of the
right hand side of the constraint, in this case the level of the flow limit. The parameter UC_FLO determines the left hand side of the constraint (assigned by the
index SIDE = LHS), defining the period, process and commodity to be constrained.
Two indices have to be reserved for the period because the period of commissioning has to be tracked for vintaged capacity.
Example 4.3. Setting an upper bound of 150 units on the total flow of coal to the processes CPL1
and CPL2 in the period 2000.
‘Defining the user constraint
SET
SET
SET
SET
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

VAR_FLOCOAL, CPL1+ VAR_FLOCOAL, CPL2 ≤ 150‘

UC_N
/COAL_LIMIT/;
UC_T_EACH(REG,UC_N,T)
/REGION1.COAL_LIMIT.2000/;
UC_R_EACH(REG,UC_N)
/REGION1.COAL_LIMIT/;
UC_TS_SUM(REG,UC_N,TS)
/REGION1.COAL_LIMIT.ANNUAL/;
UC_RHSS(UC_N,S,BD)
/COAL_LIMIT.ANNUAL.UP 150/;
UC_FLO(UC_N,SIDE,REG,V,T,PRC,COM,S)
/COAL_LIMIT.LHS.REGION1.2000.2000.CPL1.COAL.ANNUAL,
COAL_LIMIT.LHS.REGION1.2000.2000.CPL1.COAL.ANNUAL,/;
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5 ENERGY SYSTEM MODEL OF THE NORDIC COUNTRIES
As a part of this thesis, an energy system model describing the electricity and heat
generation in the Nordic countries was developed with the model generator
TIMES. Rather than pursuing a detailed and comprehensive description of the
Nordic energy system, the aim was to create a simplified model with a transparent
structure. The purpose of the model is to demonstrate the usage of the model generator’s features in connection with the Nordic electricity system. Afterwards, the
model may serve as a basis for more accurate model of either Finland or the Nordic countries.
In this chapter the developed model is described. At first the general structure of
heat and power production in individual regions and their power exchange are
explained. Since hydropower and combined heat and power production have an
important position in the Nordic power supply, their modelling is described separately. In the last section, model data and used parameters are presented.

5.1 OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL
The model focuses mainly on the electricity system of Finland, which is described
with approximately 60 processes and four networks for district heat and process
steam. In both heat and steam generation, large scale and small scale power plants
are connected to separate networks. The modelling of heat and steam generation
within the other three regions—Sweden, Norway and Denmark—is less accurate.
One heat network and one steam network have been included in Sweden and
Denmark, while in Norway only one network including both district heat and
process steam has been modelled. Moreover, process steam production in these
regions includes only cogeneration whereas in the Finnish module steam plants
compete with CHP units. Hydropower is available in Norway, Sweden and
Finland, and nuclear power is utilised in Sweden and Finland. Hydropower and
nuclear power are depicted by one process each in those regions where available.
The electricity generation system of Denmark resembles that of Finland: they are
both strongly based on thermal power, being characterised by high proportion of
CHP production and utilisation of district heat. In Norway, practically all the electricity is produced with hydropower, and the use of district heat is diminutive. In
Sweden, hydropower and nuclear power production is supplemented by CHP production; the utilisation of district heat is considerable, although not as wide as in
Finland and Denmark. Denmark is modelled with 30 processes, whereas Sweden
and Norway include roughly 20 processes each.
A simplified version of the Finnish electricity system in the model is illustrated in
Figure 5.1. Primary energy carriers that are used for heat and power production
(e.g., coal, peat, uranium, wind and water) are represented by the vertical lines on
the left side of the figure. Primary energy carriers flow to transformation proc-
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esses, which produce either electricity or heat or both of them. In addition, these
processes usually have by-products such as emissions, but they are omitted in the
figure for clarity. Transformation processes in the figure correspond to groups of
processes in the model; for example, condensing power includes processes representing gas turbines, coal fired power plants and nuclear power plants, among
many others. A more detailed description on processes and parameters is given in
section Model data.
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Figure 5.1. The structure of the Finnish module.
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As mentioned above, in the Finnish module both district heat and process steam
have been divided in two commodities. This was necessary in order to avoid solutions where larger, more efficient CHP units and heat plants produce excessively,
reducing the production in smaller units. With separate commodities large and
small units have separate demands to satisfy, and the problem can be avoided—at
least to some level. Demand for electricity as well as for district heat and process
steam is given exogenously in the model.
Figure 5.2 depicts the framework used for modelling Sweden, Norway and Denmark, with the exception that the minute amount of hydropower in Denmark has
not been included in the model. Contrary to the Finnish module, no separation is
done between large and small units, and thus district heat and process steam are
each described with one commodity. Furthermore, in Norway both district heat
and process steam have been combined into one heat commodity. The dashed
arrow in the figure represents conversion of electricity in heat pumps and electrical boilers, which are used in Norway and Sweden for district heat production.
Electricity trade within the four regions is modelled explicitly, while the trade
with external regions is given exogenously. Internal power exchange takes place
through exchange processes, which, like all the other processes, are described by
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Figure 5.2. The structure of the modelled electricity systems in Sweden, Norway and Denmark.
The Danish module does not include hydropower, and in the Norwegian module steam and heat
have been combined into one commodity.
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the existing capacity together with other technical and economic parameters (e.g.,
investment cost and lifetime). Exchange processes with their capacities, which are
based on Nordel (1999), are described in Figure 5.3. Bottlenecks in transmission
capacity between southern and middle parts of Norway sometimes limit country’s
imports from Denmark, which has been taken into account by assigning higher
activity costs to electricity transmission from Denmark to Norway. As a result, in
the model Norway imports directly from Denmark only when the transmission
capacity through Sweden is already fully utilised.
In Scandinavia, the inflow into water reservoirs during spring time differs to a
large degree of that in autumn: water originating from melting snow fills the reservoirs quickly in spring, whereas autumn rains result in inflow that is smoother
and less in amount. In order to model the seasonal behaviour of water reservoir
contents and regulating hydropower production, four seasons were included in the
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Exports to Germany,
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Figure 5.3. Electricity trade in the model. White arrows with transmission capacity represent
explicitly modelled internal trade, while black arrows represent exogenously given trade with
external regions.
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model. Each season is subdivided into two diurnal timeslices representing daytime
peak load and nighttime base load, and thus a year is divided altogether in eight
timeslices. The timeslices, their hierarchy level and order is represented in Figure
5.4.
The four seasons in the model are winter, spring, summer and autumn. Winter is
five months long, while the length of summer is three months and the length of
both spring and autumn is two months (see Table 5.1). The division is based on
the characteristics and level of monthly electricity consumption in Finland and
Sweden. The timeslices presenting diurnal periods of day and night load are equal
in length.
Modelled periods cover altogether a time span of 31 years from the beginning of
1997 to the end of 2027. Year 1997 was chosen to be the first calibration period,
since the hydropower production was close to average and the most data was
available for this year. The next period, 2000, represents an average of the years
between 1998 and 2002, and it is used for model calibration as well. The actual
modelling periods consists of the periods 2005, 2010, 2015, 2020 and 2025, each
having a duration of five years (see Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.4. Each period consists on the lowest level of eight timeslices, which are represented in
successive order in the figure.
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Figure 5.5. The model horizon.
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2025

Table 5.1. Four model seasons, their length and approximate correspondence to months.
Season

Duration (years)

Month correspondence

Winter

0.414

November–March

Spring

0.167

April and May

Summer

0.252

June, July and August

Autumn

0.167

September and October

5.2 MODELLING OF HYDROPOWER
Hydropower production can be divided into regulating and non-regulating production. Large seasonal reservoirs store water during high inflow in spring and summer, while they discharge it during higher electricity demand in winter. By regulating the discharge of such a seasonal reservoir, also the electricity production of
connected power plants can be regulated. In river systems without regulating reservoir, the power plants’ production depends on the natural inflow. Individual
power plants may contain storage dams, which allow regulation between diurnal
peak and base production to some extent.

Inflow

Water

Electricity

fin
Seasonal
Storage

fout
h
Turbine

Diurnal
Storage

d
base

peak

Figure 5.6. Hydropower is modelled with three processes: seasonal storage, diurnal storage and
turbine.

Regulating hydropower has been modelled with three processes representing seasonal reservoir, diurnal reservoir and hydropower plant (see Figure 5.6). Both
seasonal and diurnal reservoirs are given activity bounds, which set the upper
limit to storage level at any timeslice. Reservoir inflow is determined for every
season, and the usage of annual inflow is optimised under reservoir and power
plant capacity constraints. Marking inflow in timeslice i with fin,i, discharge with
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fout,i and the amount of water stored in reservoir with Ai, the storage level in
timeslice i+1 are calculated according to the equation
Ai+1 = Ai + fin,i – fout,i.

(5.1)

Thus the storage level is calculated at the beginning of each timeslice. Discharge
of a seasonal reservoir remains constant during both peak and base load, whereas
diurnal reservoir is charged during base load and discharged during peak load.
The amount of water led to power plants (hi) is simply the sum of discharges:

hi = fout,i + di,

(5.2)

where di is the charge/discharge of diurnal reservoir (the value of di is positive
when the reservoir is discharged and negative when it is charged). Diurnal reservoir can only store within a season; the amount that is used during the peak load
has to be stored during the base load of the same season. All inflow goes through
the seasonal reservoir which has to be discharged in order to charge diurnal reservoir and to produce electricity in the hydropower plants.
Non-regulating hydropower has not been modelled separately, but it has been
included as a part of regulating hydropower system. Annual inflow in each country has been estimated to be of the amount of average-year hydropower production (Nordel 1999), and the turbine efficiency has been set to 100%. The dimensions of diurnal reservoirs have been determined in such a way that modelled
hydropower production resembles the actual hydropower production during peak
and base load. For example, the regulation of hydropower is more limited in
summer, due to bottlenecks in transmission capacity and danger of overflow in
smaller reservoirs. Accordingly, the difference between peak and base load production in summer is constrained to be lower than in the other seasons. In Table
5.2, the maximal power difference between winter day and winter night production, determined by the dimension of diurnal storage, is given for each region.
The seasonal reservoir capacity has been determined based on the average values
of national reservoir contents during the 1990s. Due to unpredictable inflow, a
considerable amount of reserves has to be maintained, and thus the capacity of a
reservoir can be utilised only partially. For instance, although the reservoir capacity in Norway amounts to 81.7 TWh, in an average year the reservoir contents
vary only from 29.4 TWh in the beginning of spring to 73.5 TWh in late summer
(Nordpool 2000). Calculated as a difference of the highest and lowest value, the
seasonal reservoir in the Norwegian module has been given a capacity of
44.1 TWh. The estimated reservoir capacities in Swedish and Finnish modules are
20.4 TWh and 3.0 TWh respectively, while the sum of actual capacities in those
countries are 33.5 TWh and 4.9 TWh, as can be seen in Table 5.2.
The distribution of seasonal inflow, presented in Figure 5.7, is based on inflow
statistics of Sweden (KVF 2000). Inflow in the end of spring and at the beginning
of summer originates from melting snow and is normally very strong. However,
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Table 5.2. Actual and modelled seasonal storage capacity and maximal power difference of day
and night production during winter. Actual reservoir capacity is obtained from Nordel (1999).
Norway

Sweden

Finland

Actual reservoir capacity, TWh

81.5

33.6

4.9

Modelled seasonal storage capacity, TWh

44.1

20.4

3.0

Maximal difference of power between winter
day and winter night production, GW

11.0

5.5

1.2

%
50
40
30
20
10
0
Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Figure 5.7. The relative rate of inflow in each season.

as the inflow in the model is estimated as a seasonal average, this peak is not visible in the figure. Occasionally, heavy precipitation causes also strong inflow in
autumn, but the mean values remain below the values of spring and summer. In
winter, the temperature in the Nordic countries lies usually well below 0 ºC, and
the snowfall does not contribute to the inflow before spring.

5.3 MODELLING OF COMBINED HEAT AND POWER PRODUCTION
Back pressure turbines produce heat and electricity with a fixed ratio that can be
given directly into model as a process parameter. This makes modelling of back
pressure turbines straightforward. CHP plants with flexible operation modes (i.e.,
extraction condensing turbines), however, are more complicated to model. The
user has to define the slope of constant fuel input line (β) and condensing mode
efficiency (ηcm). Usually also the maximum and minimum share of heat (Hmax and
Hmin) in output commodity which contains the produced electricity and heat is
given.
An extraction condensing process can be considered to consist of two separate
processes: the first process converts fuel inputs into electricity, and the second
process converts a part of the electricity into heat. The condensing mode efficiency is the efficiency when only electricity is produced (point E1 in Figure 5.8),
and the slope of constant fuel input line defines the ratio with which electricity
can be converted into heat. For example, with a slope of 0.2 one unit of electricity
can be converted to five units of heat. In the figure, heat and power production is
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E

E1

P2

constant fuel input line
P3

Hmin

P1

line of max. heat share,
Hmax
H

Figure 5.8. Electricity and heat production with extraction condensing turbines. Shaded area
depicts allowed combinations of simultaneous heat and power production.

limited to the shaded area by maximum and minimum heat shares and maximum
fuel input line.
Often the maximum gross efficiency (ηmax) of a CHP process is known and thus
condensing mode efficiency has to be calculated. Let us assume that with one unit
of electricity at least one unit of heat can be produced (i.e., 0 ≤ β ≤ 1), which is the
case practically with all existing technologies. In consequence, maximum efficiency will be reached when the output share of heat is maximised (Hmax) and the
electricity output is minimised (Emin). Electricity and heat are the only commodities in the considered output group, hence the sum of their shares is one. The
maximum gross efficiency can be defined as

ηmax = (Emin + Hmax)/F = 1/F,

(5.3)

where F stands for fuel input. On the other hand, fuel input can be calculated depending on condensing mode efficiency and the slope of constant fuel input line
from the equation

F = (Emin + βHmax)/ηcm

(5.4)

Combining these two equations the following relation between maximum gross
efficiency and condensing mode efficiency is obtained:

ηcm = ηmax (Emin + βHmax)

(5.5)

Although all the different combinations of heat and power production defined by
the shaded area in Figure 5.8 are possible, in effect only three solutions exist: either the process is not used at all (P1) or it is used at full power and electricity
production is maximised (P2) or heat production is maximised (P3). Small changes
in parameters may result in large variations in CHP production making the behaviour of a model unstable. Therefore, tight constraints may have to be introduced.
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In the developed model, the extraction condensing processes in Finland have been
given a wide range for available heat production share, which in most cases can
vary between 30% and 70% of the total output. Profitability of these processes
grows as the share of heat increases, resulting in solutions where heat production
is mainly maximised. Only in summer, when heat demand is low, some CHP
processes in the model actually use the maximum electricity output. District heat
producing CHP units are used for power supply to a greater extent in Denmark
than in Finland, even if heat consumption in Finland is more intensive. Therefore,
heat has a share of only 33–38% of the average annual production in Danish large
scale CHP units. It was necessary to limit the output share of heat accordingly in
extraction condensing processes in the Danish module, otherwise large CHP units
would have supplied an excessive amount of district heat leaving heat plants
nearly useless. As all the district heat producing CHP processes and heat plants
have been connected to the same heat network, the most favourable processes
would produce all the consumed heat if additional limitations were not given. In
reality, many separate heat networks exist, and also the more expensive heat
plants have to operate even if cheaper heat generation capacity in other networks
were not fully utilised.
Another problem originating from combining heat networks and concerning especially the CHP modelling is how to limit the annual availability or utilisation period of maximum load of a process. For instance, due to heat demand many district heat producing CHP plants in Finland have a utilisation period of maximum
load of about 4500 hours per year, although technically they could be used about
8000 hours a year. Dividing a year into several seasons with varying heat loads
constrains the maximum utilisation of CHP processes to some degree. Nevertheless, if the processes are assigned the actual technical availability, the most costeffective processes can produce excessively since all the generation capacity is
connected to the same heat network. By limiting the availability to the level of
actual production, on the other hand, the flexibility of the model is compromised.
An extraction condensing turbine that maximises the production of electricity has
a weaker dependence on heat demand than that for which maximising heat production is favourable; in consequence, a higher availability should be allowed for
processes that often produce also in condensing mode. Moreover, strictly limited
availability has to be checked in scenarios where heat consumption is influenced,
because increasing heat demand naturally allows increased production for individual CHP units.
In TIMES, availability of a process can be limited by availability factor
(NCAP_AF) and by annual availability factor (NCAP_AFA). Availability factor
constrains the activity of a process below given value in all timeslices, whereas
annual availability factor constrains the total annual activity. NCAP_AFA gives
model the freedom to decide how annual production is divided between
timeslices, allowing a process an availability of 100% in a particular timeslice.
Technical availability can easily be modelled with NCAP_AF, while NCAP_AFA
is suitable for constraining the utilisation period of maximum load. When avail-
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ability in CHP processes is modelled with NCAP_AFA, the production of an individual process in a given timeslice seems to be nearly random since the CHP
production is solved as a whole. For example, one CHP plant could operate at full
power during summer and not operate at all during winter, which would only
mean that other three power plants operate at full power during winter and not at
all during summer. Although production of an individual process in a certain
timeslice behaves irrationally, the annual production of a process is easy to control with NCAP_AFA making the model simpler to manage. If availability is
modelled with NCAP_AF individual processes behave sensibly, but the problem
with excessive production of most cost-effective power plants appears during
partial loads. The problem could be avoided by assigning each process a separate
availability for each timeslice, but finding the correct values would be difficult
and time-consuming. The proceeding would reduce model’s manageability and
little would be gained in comparison of using NCAP_AFA. Thus, the availability
of CHP processes and heat plants in the developed model have been modelled
using NCAP_AFA.
It is also possible to assign the both availability factor constraints to a process.
This is rational only in the case that NCAP_AFA is the dominating constraint on
the annual level. Then, NCAP_AF limits the maximal availability in each
timeslice but does not constraint the annual availability (otherwise the constraint
NCAP_AFA would not be needed). In such a case, a process still behaves like
those modelled with NCAP_AFA and thus the main problems remain. Assigning
both constraints, however, enables limiting the maximal production in any
timeslice under a given percentage of the capacity.
In the developed model, large scale district heat producing CHP units have generally been included as extraction condensing processes. As an exception, the combined cycle processes with gas turbines, which have a high power to heat ratio,
have been included as back pressure turbines. Also all the industrial CHP units
and small scale CHP units with district heat production are considered as back
pressure processes. In Table 5.3 utilisation periods of maximum load for different
processes are represented. As mentioned above, extraction condensing CHP units
in Denmark operate often in condensing mode and, consequently, they are given a
longer utilisation period than those in Finland. Values are originally based on
available statistical data but some modifications have been done during model
calibration.
Table 5.3. Utilisation period of maximum load for different processes (hours/year). Values are
only representative and may differ between individual processes within a process group.
Finland

Denmark

Sweden, Norway

CHP, district heat

4500

5500

4500

CHP, district heat, old

3500

-

-

CHP, industrial

6500

6500

6500

District heat plants

4800

4800

4800

Process steam plants

7000

-

-
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5.4 MODEL DATA
Data for the model had to be gathered from various sources, which naturally has
an influence on its consistency and reliability. A database of operating power and
heat plants in Finland has been acquired from VTT, Technical Research Centre of
Finland. Available statistics have been used both for model calibration and determining the existing power generation capacity in Denmark, Norway and Sweden
(Energiemyndigheten 2000; Energiestyrelsen 1999b; Nordel 1999; Tilastokeskus
1998).
Major currently operating plant types for power and heat generation have been
taken account in the Finnish module, whereas in Sweden and Norway the existing
capacity has been aggregated into few processes. In Denmark, the alternatives of
new capacity in combined heat and power production are concentrated on small
scale units, which have been strongly expanded in the last years. An explicit division between large and small scale power and heat producing units has been done
only in the Finnish module. Electricity transmission capacity between regions is
assumed to remain on the existing level, and an import of 4 700 MWh/year from
Russia to Finland as well as an export of 2 300 MWh/year from Denmark to Germany have been presupposed in the model.
To give an example on parameters that have been assigned to processes, the parameters of a natural gas fired CHP combined cycle plant are represented in Table
5.4. In addition, the user can set upper, lower or fixed bounds for parameters such
as installed capacity or input and output shares of commodities. Efficiencies,
power to heat ratios and investment costs of selected technologies are represented
in Table 5.5. Some of the large scale district heat producing CHP units have been
modelled as extraction condensing turbines, which means that their power to heat
ratio can be increased. However, this results in decrease of total efficiency as described in section Modelling of combined heat and power production. Investment
costs for wind power plants are assumed to be slightly lower in Denmark than in
the other Nordic countries, which can be seen in Figure 5.9. The general discount
rate has been set to 5% in the model.
Table 5.4. Process parameters of an natural gas fired CHP combined cycle plant.
Technical lifetime (years)

25

Installed capacity (PJ/a)

Economic lifetime (years)

20

Fixed output share of a commodity:

Investment costs (EUR/PJ,a)

10000000

Fixed costs (EUR/PJ,a)

415000

Variable costs (EUR/PJ)

88000

60.80

Electricity

0.5

Heat

0.5

Emissions (ton/PJ)

Construction time (years)

2

CO2

56 000

Annual availability factor

0.55

CH4

0.30

0.9

N2O

1.50

Efficiency

60

Table 5.5. Parameter estimates for selected power and heat generation technologies.
P/Hratio

Plant type

Investment costs,
EUR/kW(e+h)

Net energy efficiency
1985

2000

2015

2000

2015

Separate power production
Pulverised coal

-

0.37

0.44

0.46

950

950

Diesel engine

-

0.38

0.38

0.38

600

600

NGCC

-

-

0.55

0.59

510

510

AFBC

-

-

0.39

0.40

1060

1060

PFBC

-

-

0.44

0.45

1170

1010

IGCC

-

-

0.46

0.50

1230

1040

Pulverised coal

0.43

0.85

0.87

0.88

363

363

AFBC, large scale

0.51

0.85

0.86

0.87

410

410

AFBC, small scale

0.35

0.81

0.85

0.86

410

410

NGCC, large scale

1.00

-

0.90

0.90

315

315

NGCC, small scale

0.92

-

0.87

0.87

315

315

PFBC, large scale

0.72

-

0.86

0.87

552

552

AFBC, large scale

0.32

0.87

0.87

0.87

347

347

Soda recovery boiler

0.20

0.78

0.82

0.83

388

388

IGCC, pulping liquors

0.54

-

0.86

0.86

538

530

IGCC, coal/biomass/peat

0.82

-

0.86

0.86

757

640

CHP, district heat

CHP, industry

Abbreviations: NGCC = Natural Gas Combined Cycle, AFBC = Atmospheric Fluidised Bed
Combustion, PFBC = Pressurised Fluidised Bed Combustion, IGCC = Integrated Gasification
Combined Cycle

Investment costs of wind power, EUR/kW
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Figure 5.9. Assumptions for investment costs of wind power plants in Denmark and the other
Nordic countries.
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The determination of seasonal electricity consumption is based on monthly demand statistics. In Norway, Sweden and Denmark the electricity demand is more
concentrated on winter than in Finland where the high share of industrial consumption smoothens seasonal peaks. Furthermore, electric heating is more common in Norway and Sweden than in Finland, increasing winter’s share of the electricity consumption in those countries. Also the difference between the highest
and lowest demand during a day is higher in Norway and Sweden where regulating hydropower offers plenty of low cost peaking power. The distribution of electricity and heat demand between each timeslice is assumed to remain constant
throughout the modelling periods. For example, the winter peak electricity consumption in Finland corresponds to 25.2% of the total annual consumption in
every period. The electricity consumption of winter peak timeslice in the model
represents the consumption on average winter day, which is approximately 20%
lower than the annual maximum load in each country’s electricity system. Therefore, a peaking equation has been applied to secure adequate reserve capacity.
The baseline projections for electricity consumption in each model region are
represented in Figure 5.10. Electricity consumption in Finland increases to
100 TWh by the year 2025, which corresponds to an increase of about 35% compared to the consumption in 1998. The estimation is in accordance with the target
of energy strategy of the Ministry of Trade and Industry (KTM 1997). Based on
the reference scenario in NOU (1998), Norwegian electricity consumption has
been estimated to increase by 19% between 1998 and 2025, leading to a consumption of 144 TWh in the last period.

Projections for electric ity consum ption

TWh
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
1997

2000

Finland

2005

2010

S weden

2015
Norway

2020

2025
Denm ark

Figure 5.10. Projections for electricity consumption. Projections do not include electricity consumption for the production of district heat, which is significant in Sweden.
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According to Energiemyndigheten (1997), the growth in electricity consumption
in Sweden will be quite slow, and the total consumption, excluding the power
demand in heat pumps and electrical boilers, reaches 147 TWh in 2010. In the
model, the Swedish electricity consumption has been estimated to reach 153 TWh
by the year 2025, which corresponds to an increase of about 10% compared to the
level of 1998. Electricity consumption in electrical boilers and heat pumps has
been excluded from the demand since it is determined by the model. The electricity consumption is growing slowly also in Denmark, and an increase of 9% between 1998 and 2025 has been set in the model. Demand for district heat is assumed to grow by roughly 10% in Finland and Denmark and by 20% in Sweden
and Norway between 2005 and 2025. Consumption of process steam is estimated
to grow by 15% in Denmark and by 20% in both Finland and Sweden during the
same period.
Additional constraints have been assigned to limit the utilisation of nuclear power,
natural gas, biofuels and peat. Nuclear power expansion has been prohibited in
most of the scenarios, and thus the production is limited to the current level. Natural gas imports to Finland are limited due to the considerations of supply security.
Nevertheless, the constraints allow for a considerable growth of 60% between
1997 and 2025 . In Denmark and Sweden, the rate of growth in natural gas consumption in the 1990s has been assumed to remain constant throughout the
modelling periods. The economic potential of bioenergy use in Finland has been
adapted from Lehtilä and Tuhkanen (1999), and the potential in Sweden has been
obtained from Energiemyndigheten (1997). The potential of renewable energy use
in the Danish module is based on Energiestyrelsen (1996), where it is presupposed
that the share of renewable energy will rise by an average of 1%-point per year.
The Norwegian limits on utilisation of natural gas and biomass are based on NOU
(1998). A summary of the energy consumption projections and constraints is represented in Table 5.6. Average hydropower production in Norway is assumed to
grow by roughly 10% between 2000 and 2025, while in Sweden and Finland it is
assumed to remain on the current level.
Energy prices in Finland and Sweden have been obtained from statistical energy
prices of 1998, including fuel taxes (Energiemyndigheten 2000; Tilastokeskus
1998). Energy prices in Norway are set to be similar to those in Sweden with the
exception that the price of natural gas has been lowered remarkably and the prices
for peat and biomass have been raised. Danish prices and taxation are based on
Finnish values with a slight decrease in coal and gas price and an increase in the
price of biofuels. In the baseline scenario, the prices for both natural gas and oil
are expected to raise by a maximum of 20% by the year 2025, while other fuel
prices remain constant (see Table 5.7). In the Finnish module, pulping liquors
have been modelled separately whereas in the other modules pulping liquors are
included in biofuels. A comparison of fuel prices between each region is shown in
Figure 5.11.
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Table 5.6. Baseline projections for commodity consumption and constraints for the periods 2005,
2015 and 2025.
Finland

TWh/year
Period:

Sweden

Norway

Denmark

05

15

25

05

15

25

05

15

25

05

15

25

electricity 1)

86

96

99

142

149

153

126

138

144

36

38

39

district heat

31

33

35

53

57

59

2

3

3

33

36

38

process steam 2)

68

77

82

18

20

21

-

-

-

4

4

5

natural gas

42

53

58

11

17

22

17

39

61

33

47

53

Peat

25

31

36

3

4

5

-

-

-

-

-

-

61

69

74

55

60

63

6

8

10

19

24

26

Consumption of:

Upper bound on
consumption of:

biofuels

3)

1)

excluding electricity consumption in heat pumps and electrical boilers
in Sweden, Norway and Denmark, only the steam production in CHP units has been included
in the model
3)
includes waste liquors, wood based fuels, energy straw and waste
2)

Table 5.7. Baseline assumptions for fuel prices, taxes included.
Finland

EUR/GJ

2005

2025

Denmark
2005

2025

Sweden
2005

2025

Norway
2005

2025

Coal

3.90

3.90

3.27

3.27

5.51

5.51

7.51

7.51

Natural gas

3.40

4.00

3.30

3.90

5.8

5.8

2.70

3.10

Heavy fuel oil

4.70

5.55

4.50

5.40

8.69

8.69

8.69

8.69

Peat

2.29

2.29

-

-

3.63

3.63

-

-

Biofuels 1)

2.29

2.29

2.51

2.51

3.31

3.31

4.5

4.5

1)

in the Finnish module the price of pulping liquors is 2.0 EUR/GJ

The emissions of three most important greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) were included in the model. CO2 emissions are totally defined by the amount and type of fuels used by the process,
whereas CH4 and N2O emissions depend also on the combustion technique of the
process. The emission factors are represented in Table 5.8. In the results, CH4 and
N2O emissions are transformed into CO2 equivalents by commonly used weight
factors 21 and 310, respectively. These weight factors have been estimated according to contribution to the greenhouse effect over a period of 100 years (IPCC
1996).
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Figure 5.11. Assumed development of energy prices in each model region.

Table 5.8. Emission factors for fuels and selected combustion techniques. Source: Lehtilä and
Tuhkanen (1999). Abbreviations: see Table 5.5, GT+WHB = Gas Turbine with Waste Heat Boiler
Carbon dioxide emissions, kT/PJ
Coal

93.0

Peat

104.9

Oil

79.0

Biofuels

Natural gas

56.0

-

Methane and nitrous oxide emissions, kT/PJ
Combustion technique

Fuel/remarks

CH4

N 2O

Pulverised firing

Coal

0.004

0.002

Pulverised firing

Peat

0.002

0.002

Pulverised firing, small

Peat, Wood

0.005

0.030

Grate

Industrial CHP

0.021

0.003

Soda recovery boiler

Black liquor

0.001

0.001

AFBC

Coal, Peat, Wood

0.012

0.030

PFBC

Coal, Peat, Wood

0.004

0.030

IGCC

Coal, Peat, Wood

0.004

0.002

NGCC

Natural gas

0.003

0.001

GT+WHB

Natural gas

0.003

0.001
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6 SCENARIOS
Altogether nine scenarios, which are represented in this chapter, were analysed
with the developed model. The foremost motive for different scenarios is to demonstrate the model’s rational behaviour under varying parameters and assumptions. Consequently, only the results that are obtained in the scenario with baseline assumptions, a so-called reference scenario, are described with some detail,
whereas the results of other scenarios are viewed on a more general level. An
analysis of hydropower production under varying inflows has been included as a
part of the reference scenario.
In addition to the reference scenario, two sets of scenarios have been calculated.
The behaviour of the model is examined with four validation scenarios, where
rather extreme estimations are given for certain parameters. In one of the scenarios all the taxes have been removed from coal price, and it is set to 1.33 EUR/PJ,
which remains constant during all the periods. A free expansion of nuclear power
generation in Sweden and Finland is allowed in the second validation scenario. In
low demand scenario, power and heat demand is assumed to remain constant in
the level of 1997, whereas in high demand scenario electricity demand increases
twice as fast as in the baseline assumption.
The second set of scenarios is used for rough analysis of the Nordic electricity
system. In the first analysis scenario, electricity exchange between Nordic countries is eliminated in order to examine the benefits of the trade. Norway is allowed
freely to expand its utilisation of natural gas. Also in the second analysis scenario
no limits for natural gas consumption are set for Norway; however, electricity
trade is permitted with the existing capacity. The Swedish nuclear power production is phased out by 2015, while new nuclear power capacity is built in Finland in
the third scenario. The last analysis scenario includes greenhouse gas constraints
that stabilise the emissions in Sweden and Norway and decrease the emissions in
Denmark as well as in Finland.

6.1 REFERENCE SCENARIO
In the reference scenario no greenhouse gas constraints are given. However, the
assumptions include some measures for emission abatements such as existing CO2
taxes on fossil fuels and tax exemptions on wood-based fuels. For wind power no
subsidies have been included. The utilisation of nuclear power has been constrained to current level throughout the modelling periods in Sweden and Finland,
and imports of natural gas have been allowed a moderate growth as explained in
section 5.4.
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6.1.1

PRIMARY ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Primary energy consumption in electricity, district heat and process steam generation for each model region is represented in Figure 6.1. After a rather strong increase, primary energy consumption in the Finnish module decreases slightly in
the last period, corresponding to the years from 2023 to 2027. The origin of this
decrease is mainly in the electricity exchange with Sweden: in 2020 the imports
from Sweden are reduced considerably due to changes in the Danish production
capacity (see section Electricity Trade). As a result, the Finnish power production,
and primary energy consumption, increases relatively strongly in 2020. In 2025
the share of imports in the Finnish electricity supply grows again, which can be
seen as a reduction in primary energy consumption. Of course, the stabilising heat
and power demand as well as the efficiency improvements in energy conversion
technologies also contribute to the declining consumption of primary energy.
The utilisation of hydro and nuclear power in Finland and Sweden remains constant at the maximum level that was allowed in the model. The use of coal has an
upward trend in Finland; nevertheless, the increasing electricity imports from
Sweden in the last period lower the coal consumption in comparison with 2020. In
Sweden, the use of coal remains quite stable with only a subtle decrease during
the last modelling periods. The share of oil products in the Finnish power and heat
generation diminishes each period, until in 2020 the utilisation of oil is diminutive. In Sweden, the use of oil products for heat and power generation is negligible
throughout the modelling periods.
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Figure 6.1. Primary energy consumption in electricity, district heat and process steam generation
in 2005, 2010, 2015, 2020 and 2025 for each model region. In hydro and wind power an efficiency
of 100% is assumed, while nuclear power is calculated with an efficiency of 32%.
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Natural gas, peat and biofuels are utilised to the maximum extent allowed in the
reference scenario both in Finland and Sweden. The natural gas consumption in
Finland increases from 150 PJ in 2005 to 210 PJ in 2025, while in Sweden the gas
utilisation grows during the same period from 40 PJ to 80 PJ. Peat is used mainly
in Finland, but also to a small extent in Sweden. In the modelled time horizon, the
use of peat grows from 90 PJ to 130 PJ in Finland and from 12 PJ to 18 PJ in
Sweden, whereas the utilisation of biofuels increases by 46 PJ in Finland and by
25 PJ in Sweden. In the reference scenario, wind power remains uneconomical in
Finland, Sweden and Norway to the last period.
In Norway, the increasing power demand together with growing exports leads to
prominent growth in primary energy consumption. This growth is almost totally
covered by intensive expansion in the utilisation of natural gas: at the end of
1990s the use of natural gas was practically non-existing, while in the year 2025
the gas fields of the North Sea are exploited by 178 PJ for the Norwegian power
and heat production. Since the potential for hydropower development in Norway
is largest among the Nordic countries, the average production is allowed to increase from the present by approximately 10% by the year 2025.
The dominant feature in the Danish primary energy use throughout the modelling
horizon is the replacement of coal and oil products by natural gas and renewable
energy carriers. Stabilising heat and power demand, efficiency improvements in
energy conversion technologies and the shift towards natural gas and wind power
in primary energy use result in declining energy consumption. Older large scale
coal and oil fired CHP plants have relatively low power to heat ratio, and they are
frequently operated in condensing mode. As the older CHP plants are replaced
with natural gas combined cycle CHP plants, more cogeneration electricity can be
produced due to their remarkably higher power to heat ratio. As a result, the overall efficiency of the power and heat system increases considerably, contributing to
the decrease in primary energy consumption.
In addition to natural gas, the utilisation of renewable energy carriers, including
biomass and wind energy, plays an important role in the Danish energy supply. In
the reference scenario, the use of biofuels increases from 40 PJ in 2005 to 94 PJ in
2025, and the utilisation of wind power grows from the present 7 PJ reaching 40
PJ in the last modelling period. Considering the efficiency in coal fired condensing mode production, in 2025 wind power alone reduces the need for coal of
about 100 PJ, which corresponds to half of the coal consumption in the Danish
electricity production in 1998.
6.1.2

ELECTRICITY GENERATION

In the model, most of the primary energy is used for electricity production and
therefore the growth in national electricity generation follows the pattern of primary energy consumption. The power production in Finland and Norway are
characterised by quite a strong increase, whereas in Sweden the production grows
only slightly and in Denmark it even decreases as can be seen in Figure 6.2. Con-
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ventional condensing power loses share in the total electricity supply particularly
in Denmark but also in Finland during the last period. Nevertheless, due to minute
heat demand in Norway, the share of conventional condensing power escalates. In
Sweden, conventional condensing power does not appear in the solution.
The growth in Swedish electricity generation is covered primarily by cogeneration
of power and district heat. Particularly fluidised bed combustion and natural gas
combined-cycle (NGCC) technologies expand and replace older CHP capacity. In
Norway, the increment in condensing power production as well as the slight
growth in CHP originates from expansion of NGCC plants. As mentioned earlier,
in the Norwegian module only one heat network including both district heat and
process steam demand was modelled.
Changes in the Danish electricity system are probably the most extensive of the
four model regions. Old coal and oil fired CHP plants are replaced totally by
NGCC and fluidised bed combustion plants. Although the average power to heat
ratio in Danish cogeneration increases remarkably, the total electricity produced
in CHP units declines due to frequent condensing mode operation of the older,
replaced power plants. In Denmark, wind power becomes competitive in the period 2008-2012, after which it expands strongly. Nevertheless, the offshore wind
power remains unprofitable throughout the modelling horizon.
The growth in electricity generation in Finland is mainly based on combined
power and heat generation. The increment is especially strong among the industrial cogeneration, induced by the relatively strongly increasing demand of process steam, by the growing share of cogeneration in steam production and by the
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Figure 6.2. Electricity generation in 2005, 2010, 2015, 2020 and 2025 for each model region.
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increasing power to heat ratio through the introduction of gasification technologies. The electricity production in district heat producing CHP units grows as
well, although the growth is not as intensive as with the industrial units. The origins of the increment are similar to those in industrial cogeneration, except that
the gasification technologies are not utilised in district heat production. Electricity
generation in the Finnish module is represented by technologies in Figure 6.3.
In large scale industrial units, the share of separate process steam production is
suppressed quickly through a capacity expansion of CHP units. Again, fluidised
bed combustion and natural gas combined-cycle technologies account for the increase in cogeneration of electricity and process steam. Towards the end of the
modelling horizon, decommissioned chemical recovery boilers are replaced by
integrated gasification combined-cycle (IGCC) units. The average power to heat
ratio in replaced boilers is 0.21, while in IGCC units it is 0.54. Since the recovery
boilers based on pulping liquors account for approximately half of the process
steam generation in Finland, the impact on electricity generation is notable.
In contrast to large scale units, process steam production without cogeneration
grows remarkably among small scale units, while the total electricity production
of small industrial CHP plants remains roughly on the current level. The structure
of cogeneration, however, is transformed considerably as the fluidised bed and
later the IGCC technologies replace existing oil and gas burners as well as units
with grate firing.
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Figure 6.3. Electricity supply in the Finnish module by technologies, including the production both
in district heat and process steam producing units as well as net imports. Abbreviations: FBC =
Fluidised Bed Combustion, NGCC = Natural Gas Combined-Cycle, IGCC = Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle, WHB = Waste Heat recovery Boiler.
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Analogous to steam production, in district heat production the share of large scale
heat plants diminishes, while the cogeneration capacity is developed. Fluidised
bed combustion and strongly expanding NGCC plants replace the decommissioned pulverised fuel burners and gas turbines with heat recovery boilers. Of the
new technologies, neither IGCC nor pressurised fluidised bed combustion become
economic in district heat cogeneration. The share of cogeneration among the small
scale units increases as well, but the growth is clearly slower than among the large
units. The strongest increase takes place through expansion of fluidised bed combustion plants, whereas the utilisation of oil and gas burners comes to an end.
Conventional condensing power production originates almost totally from pulverised coal firing power plants. Natural gas, peat and biomass are utilised in condensing power production only in diminutive amounts, and wind power remains
uneconomic through the modelling horizon. In the last period, the production of
coal condensing power drops remarkably due to decommissioning of old capacity.
As in the case of electricity generation, also in district heat production the expansion of CHP is prominent while heat boilers lose their market share. The only
exception is Sweden, where higher fuel prices decrease electricity exports and
increase separate heat production. The model includes process steam generation
only in CHP plants in Sweden, Norway and Denmark. In the Finnish module,
where also steam boilers are included, steam producing CHP plants increase their
market share among large units. Within small units, however, the steam boilers
are more profitable than CHP units.
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Figure 6.4. Primary energy consumption in district heat and process steam generation between
2005 and 2025. In Sweden, Norway and Denmark the process steam production includes only the
CHP units.
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The use of energy sources in district heat and process steam generation is shown
in Figure 6.4. Due to the industrial use of pulping liquors, biofuels have a significant share in overall heat and steam generation. In Finland, peat is consumed both
in industrial and district heating CHP units, but in Sweden the consumption takes
place dominantly in heat boilers. The utilisation of natural gas is expanded mostly
among district heat producing CHP units. The increasing coal consumption replaces the use of more expensive oil in Finland, while in the other countries the
utilisation of coal in heat generation remains nearly on a stable level.
The share of combined heat and power production becomes clearly excessive in
the model. In Finland, the current percentage of CHP in the total electricity generation is under 35%, whereas in the model the percentage grows to over 60%.
This disproportionate increase in CHP production originates, above all, from the
model’s detail level, which is too crude for a realistic description of a complex
electricity system. Refining the model data and including additional constraints
could have made the behaviour of the model more realistic. Nevertheless, without
bringing new substance to the model, these adjustments would lead to lessening of
model transparency, and thus the model was left on its current state.
6.1.3

ELECTRICITY TRADE

The structure of annual electricity trade between the model regions is represented
in Figure 6.5. In the first periods, Denmark is the major electricity exporter,
whereas imports are highest in Finland. Due to the expansion of natural gas fired
power production capacity, also Norway becomes a net exporter during the period
2010. Towards the end of the modelling horizon, net imports grow remarkably in
Sweden, while in Finland they tend to decrease. Nevertheless, considering the
constant imports of 4.7 TWh from Russia, Finland clearly remains a net importer
during all the model periods.
During first periods, the electricity imports from Sweden to Finland are intensive
both days and nights, except in winter when the imports take place mainly during
daytime. This behaviour depicts the dependence of electricity trade on the Swedish hydropower production; in spring the reservoirs begin to fill and plenty of
hydropower is available, whereas in winter hydropower resources become more
scarce and they can be essentially reserved for peak load production. As the annual imports from Sweden become lower towards the end of the modelling horizon, they take place mainly during summer days and nights as well as during winter days.
Due to the dominance of hydropower in electricity generation, Norway exports
electricity to Sweden mostly during daytime and imports electricity from Sweden
during nighttime. Norwegian exports take mainly place in winter, while Sweden
exports to Norway in the other seasons. Hydropower production in Sweden is
forced to be high in summer, because the reservoirs are too small to store all the
inflow. Through summer exports and winter imports, however, the larger water
reservoirs of Norway are utilised also for Swedish hydropower. Electricity exports
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from Denmark to Sweden take place during nights in all seasons, and they are
clearly of higher magnitude than the Swedish nighttime exports to Norway. Thus,
Denmark produces base load electricity for both Sweden and Norway.
During the first periods, the electricity exchange between Denmark and Norway
consists of Danish nighttime exports in winter season. The exports decline gradually and end by the period 2020. In the period 2015, Norway begins to export
electricity to Denmark during summer days. In the following periods, the daytime
exports remain most intensive during summer, although they take place also in
other seasons. The characteristics of power trade are easily understood by considering the Norwegian hydropower-based production system: Norway has capacity
to produce electricity for peak load export especially in summer, whereas in winter the need for electricity import grows.
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Figure 6.5. Electricity exports (positive values) and imports (negative values) in TWh/year from
Norway and Sweden to the other model regions.

6.1.4

HYDROPOWER PRODUCTION

The behaviour of hydropower production was examined with three different inflows corresponding to normal, wet and dry years. The annual distribution of inflow remained same in each case, only the magnitude of inflow varied accordingly to the actual minimum and maximum values in the 1990s (see Table 6.1).
As described in section 5.2, the seasonal reservoir capacities have been reduced
by 39% in Sweden and Finland and by 46% in Norway in order to take account
the reserve margins and unpredictability of the weather. The seasonal hydropower
production, which is calculated as an average of peak and base load productions,
in Norway, Sweden and Finland is represented in Figure 6.6 for the case of normal inflow.
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The modelled hydropower production follows satisfactorily the patterns of actual
production, as the level of seasonal production is of right magnitude in all the
three regions with hydropower utilisation. In Sweden, no large, systematic variations exist between different seasons. The share of non-regulating hydropower
production in Finland is high compared to its neighbours, which can be seen as
increased production during summer. As the hydropower production accounts for
almost all of the electricity production in Norway, it correlates strongly with the
electricity consumption, and thus the production is clearly higher in winter than in
summer.
When the inflow increases or decreases strongly, the annual production pattern in
Norwegian module still remains similar to the case with normal inflow. In other
words, each season’s share of the annual production remains approximately constant although the inflow, and annual production, varies. This implies that the

Table 6.1. Inflows of wet, normal and dry periods in each region, TWh.
TWh/year

Norway

Sweden

Finland

WET

122.4

75.0

12.9

NORM

111.3

68.2

11.8

DRY

94.6

50.5

8.8

Seasonal hydropower production, normal inflow
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Figure 6.6. Seasonal hydropower production in Norway, Sweden and Finland with normal inflow
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Figure 6.7. Seasonal hydropower production in the Swedish module with high, normal and low
inflow.

reservoirs in Norway are large enough to store inflows that are well above the
average. When the hydropower production stays below the electricity consumption, Norway imports electricity from Sweden and Denmark. The average hydropower production of winter increases from 2 480 GWh/week by 10% to 2 730
GWh/week in the case of high inflow and decreases by 14% to 2 130 GWh/week
in the case of low inflow.
The reservoir capacity in Sweden is more limited in comparison to that of Norway. As a result, varying inflow has prominent effects on production patterns as
can be seen in Figure 6.7. With normal inflow, average seasonal hydropower production varies only a little through the year. A very low inflow reduces the electricity production mainly during summer, while water reservoirs are used for
power production in winter. High inflow fills the reservoirs already early in summer, and the production has to be increased. Production in winter increases only
slightly, for reservoirs are too small to store the excess water of summer.
The behaviour of hydropower production in the Swedish module reflects adequately the actual interdependence of production and inflow in the 1990s. In reality, the distribution of annual inflow may vary remarkably, which, of course, has a
pronounced impact on the power production. For example, heavy rains in autumn
would normally increase the season’s power production because reservoirs are
usually filled already after summer. The impact of varying inflow on hydropower
production in the Finnish module is similar to the impact in the Swedish module:
with increasing inflow the power of production grows only slightly in winter,
whereas the growth in summer is substantial.
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Figure 6.8. Reservoir contents in the beginning of each season with normal inflow. Max refers to
the upper limit of reservoir capacity.

Figure 6.8 represents the state of reservoir contents in the beginning of each season for the case of normal inflow. After intensive production in winter, the reservoirs are totally empty as spring arrives. Strongly increasing inflow begins to fill
the reservoirs in spring, and at the end of summer the reservoirs are filled to the
maximum in Sweden and Finland. Only in Norway storage capacity is available
also after summer. In autumn the hydropower production exceeds the inflow in
Norway and Sweden, and the level of reservoir contents decreases to some extent.
Finally, in winter the remaining reservoir contents with minute inflow are fully
utilised for power production.
In the beginning of autumn, the level of Norwegian reservoir contents is
38.0 TWh, which corresponds to 86% of the storage capacity. With the case of
high inflow, the level increases to 42.7 TWh and 97% of the reservoir capacity is
utilised. During low inflow, the level of reservoir contents reaches only 75% of
the maximum. In Sweden, the reservoir contents remain at the maximum value
also at the end of autumn if the inflow is high. With low inflow, however, the
storage capacity will never be fully utilised, for the contents reach only 92% of
the maximum in the beginning of autumn. In Finland, the reservoirs are fully utilised in the beginning of autumn and winter regardless of the inflow.
Variations in the diurnal hydropower production in Norway and Sweden are presented in Figure 6.9 for winter and summer seasons. The figure shows also the
day and night productions corresponding to the maximal utilisation of the diurnal
storage. In the Swedish and Finnish modules, the capacities of diurnal storage are
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Figure 6.9. Hydropower production during day and night load in the case of normal inflow.
max/min production represents the production limits set by the diurnal storage.

fully utilised in all seasons. In Norway, however, the daytime hydropower production could increase by 1.5 GW, even if Norway already produces surplus electricity for export during daytime. The Norwegian hydropower production reaches
18.8 GW during winter days, which is 75% higher than the production of winter
nights. In Sweden and Finland the day production is almost exactly twice as high
as production during nights in winter. Hydropower production reaches the maximum power of 11.1 GW in Sweden and 2.2 GW in Finland. Since power production in the model represents average generation during the timeslice in question,
the maximum values are lower than the actual production during the highest load.
6.1.5

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

The greenhouse gas emissions in each model region are represented in Figure
6.10. Carbon dioxide is clearly the most significant greenhouse gas in power and
heat production, for it accounts for a share of over 90% of the emissions. The
remaining part originates essentially from nitrous oxide. Due to larger utilisation
of fluidised bed combustion technique, N2O emissions in Finland and Sweden are
more significant than in Norway and Denmark. The CH4 emissions remain diminutive in the power and heat sector.
Due to growing CO2 emissions, greenhouse gas emissions increase in all the other
regions except in Denmark. Nevertheless, the abatement in the Danish system is
strong enough to lower the total emissions in the Nordic countries by 10% between 2005 and 2025. The particularly strong decrease in the Danish CO2 emissions between the periods 2010 and 2015 originates from an extensive expansion
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Figure 6.10. Greenhouse gas emissions in 2005, 2010, 2015, 2020 and 2025. Results are given in
Mt of carbon dioxide equivalents: CH4 and N2O emissions are multiplied by weight factors 21 and
310.

of wind power capacity. Moreover, substituting the utilisation of coal with natural
gas in power and heat production as well as decreasing exports abate CO2 emissions in Denmark throughout the modelling periods. In Norway, the notable
growth in CO2 emissions results from largely expanding utilisation of natural gas.

6.2 VALIDATION SCENARIOS
The total primary energy consumption of all the model regions in reference and
validation scenarios is represented in Figure 6.11. In the Coal scenario, the price
of coal is lowered to 1.33 EUR/PJ, which roughly corresponds to the coal price
without taxes in Scandinavia. The drastic effect on primary energy use is well
illustrated in the figure. Excluding hydro and nuclear power, coal replaces the
other primary energy carriers expanding its share to 85% in power and heat generation. Since the coal price has been set lower than the price given for pulping
liquors, even the utilisation of biofuels in industry is gradually replaced with increasing use of coal.
Low coal price results in capacity expansion of CHP units with extraction turbines, and these units utilise the condensing power production mode more frequently than they did in the reference case. In the model, extraction turbines are
included only in cogeneration of power and district heat, whereas all the industrial
CHP units are modelled as back pressure turbines. The electricity generation
therefore increases in district heat producing CHP units while it decreases in industrial units, as can be seen in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.11. The total primary energy consumption of the model regions in reference and validation scenarios for the periods 2005, 2010, 2015, 2020 and 2025.

The share of conventional condensing power production in the Coal scenario
seems to drop clearly below the level in reference scenario. This might, however,
be somewhat misleading, for the result is mainly caused by the absence of Norwegian NGCC power plants and by the expansion of Danish CHP plants, which
produce also plenty of condensing power. In the Finnish module, which has been
modelled most accurately, the share of condensing power production grows significantly while the electricity produced in CHP units is reduced by 25% in 2025
compared to the reference scenario.
A major change in electricity trade is a remarkable export from Denmark to Norway, where the utilisation of natural gas becomes unprofitable. Due to increasing
CHP production with fluidised bed combustion technique, also Sweden begins to
export noticeably to Norway. The total electricity production in Finland remains
roughly on the same level as in the reference scenario, and thus the trade to Sweden is not largely affected.
An unconstrained expansion of nuclear energy is allowed in the Nuclear scenario
for Finland and Sweden. As a result, the Finnish nuclear power capacity grows
approximately by 200% to 7 800 MW, reaching an annual electricity production
of 59 TWh in 2025. This is enough to turn Finland into a net exporter of electricity, although the annual export remains under 3 TWh. In Sweden, the growth in
nuclear power capacity was about 40%, corresponding to an increase of 4 000
MW, which is slightly lower than the increase in the Finnish module. Also the
Swedish net exports grow strongly, whereas Denmark and Norway without nuclear power capacity become net importers of electricity.
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Figure 6.12. Electricity generation between 2005 and 2025 including all the model regions.

Expanding nuclear energy has the strongest impact on the use of coal; in the last
period coal consumption has decreased by 90% compared to the reference scenario. Due to lower price, the use of biofuels and natural gas are affected much
less, the decrease being 10% and 20%, respectively. NGCC power plants in Norway are the only other condensing power plants that remain profitable with nuclear power, at least to some extent. In the last period, the overall electricity generation of industrial CHP plants is 25% lower than in the reference case, while for
the district heat producing CHP units the decrease is 32% (see Figure 6.12). The
structural changes are most prominent in the Finnish module, where the production of CHP electricity in the last period is even 40% lower than in the reference
case.
The demand for electricity, district heat and process steam in all the regions remains constant on the level of 1997 in the LowDem scenario. Thus the small decrease of 4% in primary energy consumption, that can be seen in Figure 6.11,
originates completely from efficiency improvements of new capacity. The utilisation of coal, which is an expensive energy carrier due to heavy taxation, is totally
replaced towards the end of the modelling horizon by increasing use of biofuels
and natural gas. In comparison with the reference scenario, natural gas consumption is 40% lower while biofuel consumption is only 10% lower in the last period.
Wind power remains economically unprofitable during all the model periods.
Without Norwegian NGCC power plants, conventional condensing power production would disappear after the period 2015 in the LowDem scenario. In Finland,
the share of industrial CHP units in electricity generation grows particularly due
to the introduction of IGCC technique, as is the case also in the reference scenario. The cogeneration of electricity and district heat remains approximately on
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its current level in the Finnish module. Without strongly increasing electricity
consumption, Norway becomes an electricity exporter already in 2005, whereas
Finland continues to import electricity from Sweden in all the model periods. The
decreasing CHP and cold condensing production as well as lacking wind power
capacity are replaced by imports in Denmark.
The projected demand for electricity grows twice as fast in the HighDem scenario
as under the baseline assumptions; however, the demands for district heat and
process steam are not changed. Similarly to the reference case, biofuels and natural gas are utilised to the upper limit and the remaining energy demand is covered
by coal. The Danish wind power capacity expansion is slightly stronger, whereas
in other regions wind power still remains unprofitable.
The heat loads in the HighDem scenario are employed to a great extent for the
cogeneration. For example, in the reference scenario separate heat and steam production in Finnish boilers amounted to about 27 TWh, which is now reduced to
less than 5 TWh. In addition to CHP production, also conventional condensing
power production is strongly increased, particularly in Finland and Denmark. Towards the end of the modelling horizon, Finland starts to export electricity to
Sweden, and Norway resorts to remarkable imports from both Sweden and Denmark.
Overall greenhouse gas emissions for reference and validation scenarios are represented in Figure 6.13. According to results, replacing the use of biofuels and natural gas by coal in heat and power production increases the annual emissions approximately by 130% in 2025, while the cumulative emissions between 2005 and
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Figure 6.13. Greenhouse gas emissions between 2005 and 2025 in Mt of CO2 equivalents for
reference and validation scenarios.
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2025 increase by 85%. Additional nuclear power capacity of 11 800 MW abates
the cumulative emissions by 35%. In the year 2025, the greenhouse gas emissions
of the Nordic countries would be 22 Mt of CO2 equivalents lower if the nuclear
power capacity were expanded.
It is interesting to note the tremendous effect of power and heat demand on greenhouse gas emissions: in the period 2025 the energy demand in the HighDem scenario is 35% higher than in the LowDem scenario, yet the emissions have increased by 180%. This corresponds to an annual increase of 74 Mt of CO2 equivalents in the last period. In the HighDem scenario, however, a major part of the
increased energy demand is covered by the use of coal, which has a high CO2
emission factor. If the increasing demand were covered by use of biofuels and
natural gas, the emissions would be remarkably lower.

6.3 ANALYSIS SCENARIOS
The assumptions in analysis scenarios do not differ as radically from the reference
case as they did in validation scenarios and, consequently, the variations in results
are less drastic. Eliminating electricity exchange between model regions in the
NoExchg scenario raises coal consumption in Finland and Sweden, both being
major electricity importers in the reference scenario. In Sweden, CHP production
accounts alone for the increase in electricity generation, whereas in Finland the
most notable increase takes place in coal condensing power production. The primary energy consumption in analysis scenarios is shown in Figure 6.14, while
Figure 6.15 depicts the structure of electricity generation.
In the absence of electricity trade, the Norwegian NGCC power plants as well as
Danish wind power plants are not utilised to the level of the reference scenario. In
Denmark, significant changes take place in the structure of power generation: as
the hydropower production of Norway and Sweden cannot be used to compensate
the temporal difference in distribution of heat and electricity loads, cogeneration
becomes less profitable. Eventually, electricity generation of CHP units declines
by 25% in comparison with the reference case.
The constraints for utilisation of natural gas in Norway are removed in the NorGas scenario. This causes a strong capacity expansion of NGCC power plants
already in the beginning of the modelling horizon, which leads to maximal utilisation of export capacity. By the period 2025, NGCC plants produce over 42 TWh
per year, while in the reference case annual production reaches 24 TWh. Electricity generation in all the other regions is effected, particularly use of coal is replaced with increasing imports. In Denmark also the growth of wind power capacity is reduced remarkably.
The Swedish nuclear power, with an annual production of 67 TWh, is phased out
in the SwePO scenario gradually between 2005 and 2015. The electricity production in Sweden is substituted by an extreme increment in the use of natural gas: in
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Figure 6.14. Primary energy consumption in reference and analysis scenarios between 2005 and
2025.

2025 the gas imports have grown to 290 PJ from the current level of about 30 PJ.
Furthermore, the upper bound of natural gas consumption in Norway has been
raised by 35%, and the increase of 18 TWh nearly doubles the annual nuclear
power production in Finland by the period 2015. As expected, the role of CHP
production as well as electricity imports become very important in Sweden. Electricity is still mainly imported from Norway and Denmark, although after the
completion of new nuclear power plants also imports from Finland become significant.
In the GhgLim scenario, the greenhouse gas emissions originating from power
and heat production in Finland are constrained to be reduced by 22% between
1997 and 2025, whereas the Swedish emissions are limited on the level of 1997.
Norway is allowed to increase the greenhouse gas emissions by 2.2 Mt of CO2
equivalents, which roughly corresponds to electricity production of 6 TWh in
NGCC power plants. The emissions in Denmark are restricted to the level of reference scenario for each period, the reduction being 63% between 1997 and 2025.
The constraint on use of wood fuels is raised by 65 PJ both in Finland and in
Sweden. Accordingly, the price of wood fuels is doubled in Finland and increased
by 66% in Sweden, where the original price was already higher. No changes are
made in the Danish and Norwegian modules.
The most prominent change in comparison with the reference scenario is the substitution of coal with biofuels and wind power. In addition to Denmark, wind
power becomes profitable also in all the other model regions after 2005. Moreover, offshore wind power technology is introduced in 2020 with considerable
expansion during the last two periods. The increment in wind power capacity is
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Figure 6.15. Electricity generation in reference and analysis scenarios between 2005 and 2025.

well illustrated in Figure 6.15. Despite of the increased potential for wood fuels,
in Finland the emission constraints result in significantly lower increase in electricity production than in the reference scenario. As a consequence, Finland resorts to growing imports from Sweden, where especially CHP production is developed. When Norway’s utilisation of natural gas has been limited through emission constraints, also it has to cover a growing share of electricity supply by imports from both Sweden and Denmark.
The development of greenhouse gas emissions for analysis scenarios is represented in Figure 6.16. Without electricity trade, emissions in the period 2025
would be 7% higher compared to the reference case, which corresponds to an
increment of 5.5 Mt of CO2 equivalents. The growth in emissions originates from
increase in coal consumption in Finland and Sweden, while use of natural gas in
Norway and development of wind power capacity in Denmark decline. An extremely strong expansion of Norwegian NGCC capacity seems to lower the emissions in the beginning of the modelling horizon; however, compared to the reference case the long term effects remain marginal, since the share of CHP production decreases. Moreover, not only coal but also wind power becomes replaced by
natural gas to a certain extent.
Phasing out the nuclear power in Sweden while expanding it by 90% in Finland
has a total effect of lowering the annual nuclear power production by 49 TWh.
The decommissions take mainly place after the periods of 2010 and 2015, which
can be clearly seen as an increase in emissions at the SwePO scenario in Figure
6.16. In the period 2020, the use of coal is replaced by natural gas to a large extent, leading to a decrease of emissions in 2025. In comparison with the reference
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scenario, the annual emissions in the last period are 18%, or 13.5 Mt of CO2
equivalents, higher.
The abatement in greenhouse gas emissions achieved in the GhgLim scenario is
quite remarkable. Emissions in the last period are 30% lower than those in the
reference case, corresponding to a decrease of 22 Mt of CO2 equivalents. The
cumulative emissions during the model horizon are reduced by 18%. The most
significant factor leading to emission reductions is the extensive development of
wind power in all model regions, reaching the total annual production of 40 TWh
in the last period. Larger potential for the use of biofuels contributes also to the
declining emissions, although assumption for the potential is perhaps somewhat
optimistic already in the reference scenario.
The cost increment of analysis scenarios in comparison with the reference scenario is presented for each period in Figure 6.17, and the difference in total cumulative costs and average annual costs are given in Table 6.2. Due to many simplifications of the model, the values represent only a very rough approximation of
the cost increment. For instance, the costs for expanding the natural gas transmission network have not been included, and thus the values for the NorGas and
SwePO scenarios, where the use of gas grows strongly, are underestimated. On
the other hand, the expenses for economy are overestimated through the inclusion
of fuel taxes in coal and gas prices. In the NoExchg and NorGas scenarios, the
investment decisions differing from the reference scenario are done primarily in
the beginning of the model horizon. As the annualised costs are spread over the
economic lifetime, the cost increments take place rather uniformly during the
modelled periods. In the SwePO scenario, new investments replace the Swedish
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Figure 6.16. Greenhouse gas emissions between 2005 and 2025 in Mt of CO2 equivalents for
reference and analysis scenarios.
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nuclear capacity stepwise, which leads to growing annualised investment costs
towards the end of the modelling horizon, in comparison with the reference scenario. Similarly, due to strict greenhouse gas limits the growing energy consumption makes more expensive investments necessary during each period in the
GhgLim scenario.

Increase of total costs in each period
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Figure 6.17. The real cost increase in comparison with the reference scenario. The values represent total costs of the five-year periods 2005, 2010, 2015, 2020 and 2025.

Table 6.2. The cumulative and average annual cost increase in comparison to the reference scenario. The costs are calculated for the time span from 2003 to 2027.
Mio. EUR

NoExchg

NorGas

SwePO

GhgLim

Cumulative cost increase

3400

- 4200

16200

26800

Average increase in annual costs

135

- 169

650

1071
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7 CONCLUSIONS
This work presents the development of an energy system model covering the electricity and heat production in Finland, Sweden, Norway and Denmark. The constructed model is too aggregate for a detailed analysis of the Nordic electricity
supply system, but it offers a solid basis for the development of a more comprehensive and accurate description using the model generator TIMES. Moreover,
after introducing additional constraints, such as upper limits on consumption of
certain primary energy carriers, the model is employed for a coarse long-term
analysis. The analysed scenarios serve also as verification of the model’s rational
behaviour under varying conditions.
The created model focuses largely on the energy system of Finland, whereas the
systems of Sweden, Norway and Denmark are more simplified. For instance, the
Finnish module includes four heat networks representing district heat and process
steam networks for large and small scale production units, while the other modules include at most two heat networks each. Additionally, a more extensive selection of technologies is available in the Finnish module. A year is divided into four
seasons in the model, and each season is further divided into two time fractions
representing day and night. Power exchange between the internal regions has been
modelled using the currently existing transmission capacity, while the trade with
external regions has been given exogenously.
Altogether nine scenarios are analysed, each of them covering the time span from
1997 to 2027. Since the fuel prices include present taxes, the utilisation of biofuels and natural gas increases to the maximum level allowed by the constraints in
most of the scenarios. It is necessary to set upper limits for the consumption of
biofuels and peat, because price categories for different transportation distances
are not included in the model. Furthermore, costs for the expansion of natural gas
transmission capacity are excluded, and thus an upper constraint is needed for the
use of natural gas as well.
An important assumption in all except two of the scenarios is that the nuclear
power production remains on the current level. A free expansion of nuclear power
in Sweden and Finland, with the existing possibilities for power transmission,
results in capacity increase of 11.8 GW. The substituted primary energy carrier is
mainly coal, and the annual greenhouse gas emissions in the last period decline by
30% in comparison with the reference case. In the phase-out scenario, the annual
nuclear power production in Sweden and Finland is reduced from 87 TWh to
38 TWh. The reduction is compensated by utilisation of natural gas, resulting in
annual emission increase of 18% in the last period.
A prominent feature in the scenarios is the excessive growth of cogeneration in
connection with district heat and process steam production. The main reason for
this is most likely the crude time division. For example, the model assumes a
nearly constant heat load during the whole winter season, whereas in reality heat
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loads may vary remarkably, making a certain market share for heat boilers profitable due to lower investment cost. Wind power is not supported by any subsidies,
and in the reference case it becomes profitable in Denmark alone, where the investment costs are given to be about 12% lower than in the other regions. Only in
the scenario with strict limits on greenhouse gas emissions, wind power is
strongly expanded in all the regions.
Hydropower is undoubtedly the most important electricity production method in
the Nordic countries. Since it is dependent on weather conditions, hydropower
production has to be modelled using average inflows or different inflow scenarios
as was done in the section 6.1.4. The analysis of three cases shows that the modelled hydropower production behaves in an adequately realistic manner, considering the needs of a long-term energy planning model. By increasing the accuracy
of time division, a flexible energy system optimisation model such as TIMES
might be useful also in a middle-term analysis of hydropower resource utilisation.
Many of the most significant shortcomings of the model have already been mentioned above. The description of different technologies and the structure of the
energy system could be done on a more detailed level. Estimating cost categories
for some fuels and processes, such as biofuels and wind power plants, would
make their utilisation more realistic in the model. The need to include investment
costs for expanding natural gas network is obvious. In addition, the costs for new
power transmission capacity between internal model regions should be estimated
in order to enable the possibility for capacity expansion. Finally, adding more
timeslices would probably bring the characteristics of CHP processes closer to
reality.
Despite of its simple structure, the developed model succeeds in depicting the
electricity and heat generation in the Nordic countries on a general level. An important requirement for such an energy system model is the possibility to analyse
the system through various scenarios. This has been accomplished with the created model. Moreover, this work provides another proof of the maturity of
TIMES. Even if some minor defects were still discovered during the modelling
process, the model generator functioned satisfactorily.
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APPENDIX A
The installed capacity, electricity generation, trade and consumption in the Nordic
countries in 1998 are represented here. In that year, the hydropower production in
Norway and Sweden was well above average, which had a prominent influence on
electricity trade and power consumption. A decrease in hydropower production in
Norway and Sweden increases the imports mainly from Denmark but also from
Finland. Growing imports in these countries are covered by increasing thermal
power production. The statistics presented here are obtained from the statistics of
the Annual Report of Nordel (Nordel 1999).
Table A-1. Installed capacity in the Nordic countries on December 31st 1998.

INSTALLED CAPACITY, 1998, MW
Sweden

Norway

Finland

Denmark

Total

Hydropower

16 204

27 388

2 937

11

46 540

Nuclear power

10 052

-

2 640

-

12 692

5 564

293

10 864

10 962

27 683

846

73

3 903

3 273

8 095

2 246

-

3 606

7 061

12 913

841

185

2 477

322

3 825

1 631

35

878

306

2 850

174

9

17

1 450

1 650

31 994

27 690

16 458

12 423

88 565

Other thermal power

Condensing power
CHP, district heating
CHP, industry
Gas turbines, etc.
Wind power
Total

Table A-2. Electricity generation in the Nordic Countries, 1998.

ELECTRICITY GENERATION, 1998, GWh
Sweden

Norway

Finland

Denmark

Total

154 340

116 277

14 602

27

204 633

73 727

-

20 985

-

91 449

9 849

668

31 572

36 360

78 449

272

109

6 473

35003

41 857

CHP, district heating

5 083

-

13 076

*)

18 159

CHP, industry

4 487

345

12 009

1 357

18 198

7

214

14

-

235

300

8

24

2 653

2 985

154 340

116 953

67 183

39 040

377 516

Hydropower
Nuclear power
Other thermal power

Condensing power

Gas turbines, etc.
Wind power
Total

*) included in condensing power
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Table A-3. Electricity trade in the Nordic countries, 1998. Other countries are Germany regarding
to trade with Denmark, Sweden and Norway and Russia regarding to trade with Finland.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS, 1998, GWh
Imports to:
Sweden

Norway

Finland

Denmark

Others

Total

Exports from:
Sweden

-

7 379

5 347

1 901

2 276

16 903

Norway

3 004

-

72

1 327

-

4 403

Finland

839

91

-

-

-

930

2 162

418

-

-

5 186

7 766

88

193

4 818

245

-

5 344

6 093

8 081

10 237

3 473

7 462

35 346

Denmark
Others
Total

Table A-4. Electricity consumption in the Nordic countries, 1998.

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION, 1998, GWh
Sweden

Norway

Finland

Denmark Total

143 530

120 631

76 490

34 747

375 398

1 900

4 916

138

-

6 954

141 630

115 715

76 352

34 747

368 444

Losses, pumped
storage power

10 672

10 003

2 840

1 997

25 512

Net consumption

130 958

105 712

73 512

32 750

342 932

Housing

40 500

36 788

17 950

9 810

105 048

Industry
(incl. energy sector)

58 600

46 408

43 388

9 770

158 166

Trade and services
(incl. transport)

28 358

20 916

11 574

9 690

70 538

Other
(incl. agriculture).

3 500

1 600

600

3 480

9 180

8.9

4.4

5.1

5.3

23.7

15 996

26 115

14 814

6 556

15 546

Total consumption

Occasional power to
electric boilers
Gross consumption

Population
(in millions)
Gross consumption
per capita, kWh.
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APPENDIX B
In this appendix, a simple TIMES model is presented. The model consists of two
internal and one import region. Both internal regions have one process for electricity production and one process for electricity trade. In addition, the necessary
processes for import and commodity demand are specified. After the set definitions, process parameters are given, which are followed by commodity parameters.
‘Set definitions’

‘Comments’

SET ALL_REG
/ ITA
GER
IMP_REG /;

‘External model regions’
‘Italy’
‘Germany’
‘Import region’

SET REG
/ ITA
GER /;

‘Internal model regions’
‘Italy’
‘Germany’

SET ALL_TS
/
ANNUAL
WI
SU
WD
WN
/;

‘Definition of all the timeslices’

SET TS_GROUP(ALL_REG,TSLVL,ALL_TS)
/
ITA.ANNUAL.ANNUAL
ITA.SEASON.WI
ITA.SEASON.SU
ITA.DAYNITE.WD
ITA.DAYNITE.WN
GER.ANNUAL.ANNUAL
GER.SEASON.WI
GER.SEASON.SU
GER.DAYNITE.WD
GER.DAYNITE.WN
/;

‘Timeslice level assignment’

SET TS_MAP(ALL_REG,ALL_TS,ALL_TS)
/
ITA.ANNUAL.WI
ITA.ANNUAL.SU
ITA.WI.WD
ITA.WI.WN
GER.ANNUAL.WI
GER.ANNUAL.SU
GER.WI.WD
GER.WI.WN
/;

‘Timeslice hierarchy tree’

G_YRFR(‘ITA’,’WI’) = 0.3
G_YRFR(‘ITA’,’SU’) = 0.7
G_YRFR(‘ITA’,’WD’) = 0.2
G_YRFR(‘ITA’,’WN’) = 0.1
G_YRFR(‘GER’,’WI’) = 0.6
G_YRFR(‘GER’,’SU’) = 0.4

‘Duration of each timeslice’
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G_YRFR(‘GER’,’WD’) = 0.4
G_YRFR(‘GER’,’WN’) = 0.2

SET DATAYEAR(ALLYEAR)
/
1990
2000
2010
2020
/;

‘Years for which input data is provided’

SET MODLYEAR(ALLYEAR)
/
1990
2000
2010
2020
/;

‘PASTYEAR+MILESTONEYR’

SET MILESTONYR(ALLYEAR)
/
2000
2010
2020
/;

‘Model run periods’

SET PASTYEAR(ALLYEAR)
/
1990
/;

‘Past periods for which investments exist’

PARAMETER B
/
2000 1996
2010 2006
2020 2016
/;

‘Beginning year of run periods’

PARAMETER E
/
2000 2004
2010 2014
2020 2024
/;

‘End year of run periods’

PARAMETER D
/
2000 10
2010 10
2020 10
/;

‘Length of each period’

PARAMETER M
/
2000 2000
2010 2010
2020 2020
/;

‘Middle year of run periods’

SET CUR
/
EUR
/;

‘Currency’

SCALAR G_DYEAR
/ 1990 /;

‘Base year to which to discount’
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SET COM_GRP
/
ELEC
D_ELEC
OIL
GAS
SOLAR
INP_OLGA
IMP_COM
/;

‘Commodity groups including all ’
‘the individual commodities and ’
‘user defined commodity groups’

SET COM(COM_GRP)
/
ELEC
D_ELEC
OIL
GAS
SOLAR
/;

‘Individual commodities’

SET COM_GMAP(REG,COM_GRP,COM)
/
ITA.IMP_COM.SOLAR
GER.IMP_COM.OIL
GER.IMP_COM.GAS
GER.INP_OLGA.OIL
GER.INP_OLGA.GAS
/;

‘Mapping of commodities to ‘
‘user-defined commodity groups’

SET COM_TMAP(REG,COM_TYPE,COM)
/
ITA.NRG.ELEC
ITA.DEM.D_ELEC
ITA.NRG.SOLAR
GER.NRG.ELEC
GER.DEM.D_ELEC
GER.NRG.OIL
GER.NRG.GAS
/;

'Commodity Type Groupings'

SET COM_TSL(REG,COM,TSLVL)
/
ITA.ELEC.DAYNITE
ITA.D_ELEC.DAYNITE
ITA.SOLAR.DAYNITE

‘Timeslice level for commodities’

‘Input commodity for OLGA_PL’
‘Commodity group for import ‘
‘commodities’

‘Electricity’
‘Demand commodity for electricity’
‘Oil’
‘Gas’
‘Solar radiation’

GER.ELEC.DAYNITE
GER.D_ELEC.DAYNITE
GER.OIL.DAYNITE
GER.GAS.DAYNITE
/;
SET PRC
/
DPRC_ELEC
IMPORT
ITA_GER
GER_ITA
OLGA_PL
PHVLTCS
/;

‘Processes’

SET PRC_MAP(REG,PRC_GRP,PRC)
/
ITA.DMD.DPRC_ELEC

‘Process type groupings’

‘Demand process for electricity’
‘Import process for primary energy’
‘Power exchange from Italy to Germany’
‘Power exchange from Germany to Italy’
‘Oil and gas fired power plant’
‘Photovoltaics’
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ITA.MISC.IMPORT
ITA.ELE.ITA_GER
ITA.ELE.PHVLTCS
GER.DMD.DPRC_ELEC
GER.MISC.IMPORT
GER.ELE.GER_ITA
GER.ELE.OLGA_PL
/;

SET PRC_CG(REG,PRC,COM_GRP)
/
ITA.IMPORT.IMP_COM
GER.IMPORT.IMP_COM
GER.OLGA_PL.INP_OLGA
/;

‘Connecting commodity groups to ‘
‘ processes’

SET PRC_TSL(REG,PRC,TSLVL)
/
ITA.DPRC_ELEC.DAYNITE
ITA.IMPORT.DAYNITE
ITA.ITA_GER.DAYNITE
ITA.PHVLTCS.DAYNITE

‘Timeslice level for processes’

GER.DPRC_ELEC.DAYNITE
GER.IMPORT.DAYNITE
GER.GER_ITA.DAYNITE
GER.OLGA_PL.DAYNITE
/;
SET TOP(REG,PRC,COM,IO)
/
ITA.DPRC_ELEC.ELEC.IN
ITA.DPRC_ELEC.D_ELEC.OUT
ITA.PHVLTCS.SOLAR.IN
ITA.PHVLTCS.ELEC.OUT

‘Topology’

GER.DPRC_ELEC.ELEC.IN
GER.DPRC_ELEC.D_ELEC.OUT
GER.OLGA_PL.OIL.IN
GER.OLGA_PL.GAS.IN
GER.OLGA_PL.ELEC.OUT
/;
SET TOP_IRE(ALL_REG,COM,ALL_REG,COM,PRC)
/
IMP_REG.SOLAR.ITA.SOLAR.IMPORT
IMP_REG.OIL.GER.OIL.IMPORT
IMP_REG.GAS.GER.GAS.IMPORT
ITA.ELEC.GER.ELEC.ITA_GER
GER.ELEC.ITA.ELEC.GER_ITA
/;

‘Topology for exchange processes’

SET COM_UNIT(REG,COM,UNITS_COM)
/
ITA.ELEC.PJ
ITA.D_ELEC.PJ
ITA.SOLAR.PJ

‘Unit definitions for commodities’

GER.ELEC.PJ
GER.D_ELEC.PJ
GER.OIL.PJ
GER.GAS.PJ
/;
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SET PRC_CAPUNT(REG,PRC,COM_GRP,UNITS_CAP)
/
ITA.DPRC_ELEC.D_ELEC.PJA
ITA.IMPORT.IMP_COM.PJA
ITA.ITA_GER.ELEC.PJA
ITA.PHVLTCS.ELEC.PJA
GER.DPRC_ELEC.D_ELEC.PJA
GER.IMPORT.IMP_COM.PJA
GER.GER_ITA.ELEC.PJA
GER.OLGA_PL.ELEC.PJA
/;

‘Process capacity units’

SET PRC_ACTUNT(REG,PRC,COM_GRP, UNITS_ACT)
/
ITA.DPRC_ELEC.D_ELEC.PJ
ITA.IMPORT.IMP_COM.PJ
ITA.ITA_GER.ELEC.PJ
ITA.PHVLTCS.ELEC.PJ
GER.DPRC_ELEC.D_ELEC.PJ
GER.IMPORT.IMP_COM.PJ
GER.GER_ITA.ELEC.PJ
GER.OLGA_PL.ELEC.PJ
/;

‘Process activity units’

‘Process parameters’
‘Photovoltaics’
'Technical Lifetime'
NCAP_TLIFE('ITA',T,'PHVLTCS')

=

25;

'Economic Lifetime'
NCAP_ELIFE('ITA',T,'PHVLTCS')

=

20;

Investment Costs in EUR/PJ/a'
NCAP_COST('ITA',T,'PHVLTCS','EUR')

=

90000000;

Fixed Costs in EUR/PJ/a'
NCAP_FOM('ITA',T,'PHVLTCS','EUR')

=

20000;

Variable Costs in EUR/PJ'
ACT_COST('ITA',T,'PHVLTCS','EUR')

=

EPS;

'Construction Time in YEARS'
NCAP_ILED('ITA',PASTYEAR,'PHVLTCS')
NCAP_ILED('ITA',T,'PHVLTCS')

=
=

EPS;
1;

'Availability Fact in %'
NCAP_AF('ITA',T,'PHVLTCS','ANNUAL','UP')

=

0.23;

'Efficiency in %'
FLO_FUNC('ITA',T,'PHVLTCS','SOLAR','ELEC','ANNUAL')

=

0.20;

'Residual Capacity'
NCAP_PASTI('ITA','1990','PHVLTCS')

=

40;

'Technical Lifetime'
NCAP_TLIFE('GER',T,'OLGA_PL')

=

20;

'Economic Lifetime'
NCAP_ELIFE('GER',T,'OLGA_PL')

=

15;

Investment Costs in EUR/PJ/a'
NCAP_COST('GER',T,'OLGA_PL','EUR')

=

20000000;

‘Oil and gas fired power plant’
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Fixed Costs in EUR/PJ/a'
NCAP_FOM('GER',T,'OLGA_PL','EUR')

=

160000;

Variable Costs in EUR/PJ'
ACT_COST('GER',T,'OLGA_PL','EUR')

=

1170000;

'Construction Time in YEARS'
NCAP_ILED('GER',PASTYEAR,'OLGA_PL')
NCAP_ILED('GER',T,'OLGA_PL')

=
=

EPS;
2;

'Availability Fact in %'
NCAP_AF('GER',T,'OLGA_PL','ANNUAL','UP')

=

0.80

'Efficiency in %'
FLO_FUNC('GER',T,'OLGA_PL','INP_OLGA','ELEC','ANNUAL')
FLO_SUM('GER',T,'OLGA_PL','INP_OLGA',’OIL’,'ELEC','ANNUAL')
FLO_SUM('GER',T,'OLGA_PL','INP_OLGA',’GAS’,'ELEC','ANNUAL')

=
=
=

0.50;
0.87;
1.00;

'Residual Capacity'
NCAP_PASTI('GER','1990','OLGA_PL')

=

100;

'Electricity demand'
COM_PROJ('ITA','2000','D_ELEC')
COM_PROJ('ITA','2010','D_ELEC')
COM_PROJ('ITA','2020','D_ELEC')
COM_PROJ('GER','2000','D_ELEC')
COM_PROJ('GER','2010','D_ELEC')
COM_PROJ('GER','2020','D_ELEC')

=
=
=
=
=
=

40;
45;
48;
50;
60;
67;

‘Distribution of demand on timeslices’
COM_FR('ITA',T,'D_ELEC','WD')
COM_FR('ITA',T,'D_ELEC','WN')
COM_FR('ITA',T,'D_ELEC','SU')
COM_FR('GER',T,'D_ELEC','WD')
COM_FR('GER',T,'D_ELEC','WN')
COM_FR('GER',T,'D_ELEC','SU')

=
=
=
=
=
=

0.4;
0.1;
0.5;
0.6;
0.2;
0.2;

‘Efficiencies for demand processes’
FLO_FUNC('ITA',T,'DPRC_ELEC','ELEC','D_ELEC','ANNUAL')
FLO_FUNC('GER',T,'DPRC_ELEC','ELEC','D_ELEC','ANNUAL')

=
=

1.00;
1.00;

‘Import prices for primary energy carriers’
IRE_PRICE('ITA',T,'IMPORT','SOLAR','ANNUAL','IMP_REG','IMP','EUR')
IRE_PRICE('GER',T,'IMPORT','OIL','ANNUAL','IMP_REG','IMP','EUR')
IRE_PRICE('GER',T,'IMPORT','GAS','ANNUAL','IMP_REG','IMP','EUR')

=
=
=

EPS;
4440000;
4000000;

‘Commodity parameters’
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